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What’s DTV, HDTV, DLP, SED 
and all that stuff? 
How does it work? What can I really use it for? 
Who makes what? Who sells what? 
How can I choose? 
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Welcome to the

new world: a

world where your eyes feast on a sea of light

and color, and everything seems just that little

bit more real. Colors are truer, images are

sharper, and the choice of ways to view this

world is virtually infinite. 

Welcome to the first publication to concentrate

solely on the “visual” side of audio-visual

solutions, a field that’s daunting for even the

best educated buyer. 

Through numerous initiatives, the CEA is doing

an exceptional job in helping people make the

right choice when delving into digital

technologies, and we’re very proud to be able

to work alongside them by launching this guide

at CES Las Vegas 2005. While educating and

informing the public, it’s important to reward

innovation, and as the CES honors the top

innovations of our time, we highlight those

innovations in the next pages. 

When looking for a “visual solution” the first

thing people want to know, among the plethora

of new-tech monitors and TVs, is “what’s good

for what?” With this in mind, we outline all the

basic kinds of visual displays on the market at

the moment and what they’re best at doing.

With HDTV becoming all the rage, we then

have a chapter dedicated to HDTV. Of course,

price and availability are extremely important

factors… so to get a better understanding on

how the market is evolving, we hear from top

analysts in the field – from DisplaySearch and

Insight Media. Constantly hearing people

talking about LCD, PDP, DLP, LCoS, SED and so

on can give the best of us a headache. In our

“What’s Inside” section, we give you the

lowdown on all that “techie” stuff. To wrap up,

we look at the visual display industry through

the eyes of some of its highest fliers, with the

outlook from two market leaders, those who

probably have the biggest presence at CES –

LG Electronics and Samsung. 

We sincerely hope you get good use out of this

guide and look forward to your comments and

feedback! (Please contact us through our

website – www.cleverdis.com )

by Gérard Lefebvre  Publisher
Preface
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When I attended

last September’s

HDTV conference

in Los Angeles organized by DisplaySearch

and Insight Media, I noted there was an

underlying theme through all the sessions: We

have to educate the market. Over and over

again I heard this said, by manufacturers,

broadcasters and those involved in the

distribution and sales of digital products and

HDTVs, and I said to myself, “hey, we can help

here!”

Over the past seven years, Cleverdis has been

instrumental in educating corporate and

institutional buyers of display solutions around

the world. 2005 marks a turning point in our

work in North America, in which we have

broadened our reach to span many kinds of

buyers and indeed resellers of “New Visual

Solutions”. Indeed, we take this educational

role very seriously, and are working towards

major distribution through the sales channel to

those who probably need to be informed more

than anyone else – the resellers. 

While we hear a lot of rhetoric about educating

and informing people, it has to be said that

there are some players in the market who are

quite happy to keep buyers in the dark. We

even heard of at least one person who had

been sold a lovely plasma screen and took it

home only to be told by a more technically

aware friend that it wasn’t a plasma TV at all,

but a rear-projection TV. The sales guy had

actually sold it as a plasma TV! This is a pretty

extreme case, but our own surveys in various

shops around the US have found a particularly

low level of sophistication among sales-people.

Add to this the fact we’re all bombarded with

too much confusing and sometimes downright

false information, and you can understand that

there’s a real problem here. 

It also has to be said that there are some

companies pushing not only to innovate, but to

educate and inform buyers to the best of their

ability. One way of doing this has been by

supporting this guide through advertising and I

would like to thank those who have supported

this work in this way.

by Richard Barnes Editor in Chief
Editorial
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IN THIS SECTION, WE HIGHLIGHT

THE HONOREES OF THE CES
INNOVATIONS 2005 DESIGN

AND ENGINEERING SHOWCASE.
THESE PRODUCTS ARE SEEN AS

BEING AT THE FOREFRONT OF

CURRENT TECHNOLOGY, AND

ARE GENERALLY INDICATIVE OF

MARKET TRENDS IN EACH

SECTOR. THE SHOWCASE IS A

PREMIER VENUE FOR

CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY

MANUFACTURERS AND

DEVELOPERS TO HAVE THEIR

LATEST PRODUCTS REVIEWED

BY A PANEL OF JUDGES,
CONSISTING OF INDEPENDENT

INDUSTRY DESIGNERS,
ENGINEERS AND JOURNALISTS.
BY FEATURING THOSE

COMPANIES, WE ARE PROUD TO

SUPPORT THOSE WHO INNOVATE. 
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> CES INNOVATIONS
HONOREES 

WHAT’S NEW IN 2005

The company that really “scooped the pool”
this year is LG Electronics. Underscoring its
growing U.S. brand presence and reputation
for innovation. The company is being honored
with 16 CES 2005 Innovations awards - more
than any other company worldwide - across

multiple categories, including Digital Display,
Home Theater, Video Components, Computer
Components, Computer Accessories, Home
Appliance and Wireless Communications. 
In the following pages, you’ll find CES
Honorees listed under the following sections:

Monitors (including “cross-over” multimedia

monitors), LCD-TV, New-tech CRT TVs, Plasma,

Rear-Projection TVs, Front Projectors,

Recording Devices and Home Entertainment

Centers.
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LG Electronics USA Inc.   
LG Electronics 23-Inch Widescreen LCD with
Built-in DVD Player
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com 

23-Inch Widescreen LCD HDTV Monitor with Built-in DVD
Player: Model RU-23LG10P provides a space-saving display/DVD

player combo. Driven by LG’s exclusive XD EngineTM, this 23-inch
LCD displays vivid images. With Super In-Plane-Switching
technology, users can view the LCD from different angles without

loss of color or image. Super IPS allows for a 176-degree viewing
angle, the widest on the market. This unit is a larger cousin of LG's popular

17-inch LCD with built-in DVD player. Available 2005. Suggested retail price: $1,799.

LG Electronics USA Inc.  
LG Electronics 55-inch LCD HD Monitor
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com 

55-inch LCD HDTV: Model RU-55LP10 boasts
1920x1080p ultra-HD resolution - the highest
available. With LG's exclusive XD EngineTM,
this LCD provides crisp, brilliant images. The unit
also incorporates LG's proprietary Super In-
Plane-Switching (Super IPS) which provides a
176-degree viewing angle, the widest in the
market, and fast response time to decrease
blurred fast motion images often seen on LCDs during
sporting events. Available third-quarter 2005. Price: TBD.
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LCD TV
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Sharp Electronics Corp.   
45" HDTV Aquos Liquid Crystal Television
Design by: Sharp Electronics Corp.
www.sharpusa.com 

At 45", the LC-45GD6U HDTV AQUOS Liquid Crystal
Television is the world's largest LCD-TV with a built-in
HDTV system, including a CableCARD slot, and full
1920 x 1080 (1080p) resolution. 
Location(s): LVCC CEN/11014, LVCC MTG
RM/N219, LVCC MTG RM/N220  

This new model features a full-spec high-definition
panel of 6.22 million pixels (1,920 H x 1,080 V x
RGB), the highest of its kind in the market. 
The new panel sets the highest standard in the industry,
offering an unparalleled visual experience for the users.
This LCD panel is developed in Sharp's Kameyama
Plant in Japan. Sharp claims that this is the world's first
integrated LCD TV production facility that manages the entire manu-
facturing process from LCD panel production to final product assembly. The state-of-the-art production facility commenced operation in January
2004. Sharp Managing Director, Makoto Sawanoi says innovative new products such as this continue to reinforce the company's market leader position:
"With the newly established Kameyama Plant, Sharp is committed to enhancing our product features for better user experience. We strive for continuous
technology innovations in LCD panel and LCD TV productions, to enhance product quality, in order to strengthen our leadership position in the large-
screen LCD TV market," he said.
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Toshiba America Consumer Products, L.L.C.   
23HLV84 TheaterWIde HD Monitor LCD Television with built-in DVD player

Design by: Toshiba America Consumer
Products, L.L.C.
www.tacp.toshiba.com 

Toshiba's 23HLV84 HD Monitor LCD TV/DVD
combination unit offers a panel resolution of 720P
(1366 x 768) True HD. The 23HLV84 incorporates a
built-in slot loading DVD player. The DVD player is
compatible with DVD-Video, DVD-R, DVD-RW, VCD,
audio CD, and recordable CDs filled with JPEG digital
photos or MP3/WMA audio files. The set boasts not
only 2 ColorStream HD high-definition (up to 720p)
component-video inputs, but also a High-Definition
Multimedia Interface (HDMI) for a direct digital
connection with an HD set-top box or HD satellite
receiver (sold separately). HD Dynamic Contrast
increases contrast and color saturation to create deep,
rich images. The intelligent circuitry analyzes both the
dark and bright areas of the picture, separately
optimizing the dynamic range in each area. Picture

enhancements include luminance transient improvement,
green enhancement, and blue stretch. This circuit is only active in sports mode
and works with all inputs.
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Samsung Electronics America   
Samsung 40" Widescreen LCD HDTV with Flat Florescent Lamp
Design by: Samsung Electronics America
www.samsungusa.com 

The LNR409D, utilizing the world's first FFL (Flat Florescent Lamp), improves
picture performance with 3.2 billion gradations of colors while reducing
production cost significantly to make LCD TVs more affordable. 
There are two product groups that are used for backlighting LCD flat screens for
desktop monitors and televisions. The classic model is the mercury-based linear
fluorescent lamp. This new innovative fluorescent model is the “flat lamp”. It has
an extremely long life (up to 100,000 hours), is very flat (around eight
millimeters thick) and provides homogeneous backlighting with a constant
luminance.  Osram GmbH, Munich, has granted Samsung a license to
manufacture and market flat lamps. This license is based on Osram’s patents
and know-how.
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Samsung Electronics America   
Samsung 46" Widescreen LCD HDTV with LED Back Light
Design by: Samsung Electronics America 
www.samsungusa.com 

The Samsung LNR460D adopts the revolutionary LED back light unit technology, offering a 105% NTSC color gamut, 3.2 billion colors and a full 1920 x 1080p
(6.2 million pixels) resolution. 
LED backlights - Wider Color Gamut – More Control – Better Performance
As you will see in the “Technology” section of this guide, TFT-LCD screens depend on a backlight as a source of luminosity. Until now, fluorescent lamps have
been used, which can only reproduce 65-75% of the NTSC color space. It has been proven that LED (Light Emitting Diode) backlights enable
significantly improved performance and expand the achievable color gamut in LCD displays, delivering a color gamut that is up
to 105% of the NTSC color space. There are thus significantly more hues and tones available in a wider color gamut
allowing for finer and more exact color definition. For the viewer, this means that on-screen color is
much more lifelike. In addition to this, the LED backlight means the thickness of the screen
can be drastically reduced (they were already pretty thin until now). The reason for
the colors being truer is the fact that there are not just white LEDs behind the LCD
front panel. The fact that there are red, green and blue LED backlights means that
a red LCD pixel will be totally red, a blue one will be totally blue and so-on. 
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PROJECTION TV 

LG Electronics USA Inc.   
LG Electronics 62-Inch Digital Light Processing (DLP) Rear Projection TV
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com 

LG Electronics 62-Inch DLP Rear Projection TV (DU-62SY20D) boasts 1920x1080p
resolution, the highest available. With CableCARD capabilities, DU-62SY20D displays
brilliant HDTV images without the need for a separate cable box.  

InFocus Corporation
InFocus ScreenPlay Microdisplay TV
Design by: InFocus Corporation 
www.infocus.com 

The InFocus TD61 leverages the patent-pending InFocus Engine™ technology that enables ultra-thin
microdisplays that are light and thin enough to hang on a wall. The InFocus TD61 is revolutionary at only
6.5” deep and offers superior performance and the largest image size at a lower price than any other thin-
profile display currently available. Featuring zero burn-in, reduced energy consumption and the ability to
refresh brightness with service access in the front panel, the InFocus TD61 is easy to use and provides
extended return on investment. InFocus thin displays enable teams to collaborate in small and medium-sized
conference rooms, communicate vital business information in central locations and share ideas via video conferencing in
new, exciting ways. 
“InFocus is committed to developing big picture solutions with thin displays that complement our heritage in front projection. The InFocus TD61 and InFocus
TD40 provide our partners and customers options to fit commercial environments where the image size of projection isn’t possible,” said Scott Hix, Senior
Vice President and General Manager, Americas Business Unit at InFocus. “The new displays provide amazing image quality in thin profiles that are
increasingly requested in today’s business and education settings.” The InFocus TD61 priced around $10,999

Optoma Technology Inc.  
Optoma SV50XF 
Design by: Optoma Technology Inc.
www.optomausa.com 

Optoma SV50XF, according to Optoma, “the best 50 inch HDTV display on the market today”
is designed to meet the stringent requirements of the installer. Being individually calibrated with
zero dead pixels guarantees the highest standard. Based on Optoma’s HD2+ HDTV monitors,
the Sovereign™ HDTV monitors are put together in a special assembly line at Optoma’s
worldwide headquarters, located in California.  Key optical and electronic components are
hand selected, matched and fine tuned for the ultimate performance on a rear-projection set.

The SV65XF is also calibrated by ISF-certified technicians here in the US to improve on Optoma TV’s
already outstanding color fidelity. 
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TCL-Thomson Consumer Electronics 
RCA Scenium Profiles HDTV
Design by: TCL-Thomson Electronics
www.rca.com

The RCA Scenium Profiles HD61THW263 is the industry's first
rear-projection HDTV so light and thin that it is easily mounted on
a wall. 
This set features an integrated ATSC tuner/decoder and Digital
Cable Ready circuitry designed to cap ture the stunning realism of
HDTV broadcasts aired by terrestrial broadcasters and carried by
cable operators to consumers. The Digital Cable Ready feature
delivers cable-ready high-definition programming with a
CableCard™ slot and off-air reception of digital high definition
broadcasts without the need for a separate ATSC tuner or digital
cable box. The cable security card is provided by the cable
operator and insures nationwide portability on any compliant
digital cable network throughout the United States. 
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Toshiba America Consumer Products, L.L.C. 
62HMX94 Cinema Series Integrated HDTV
DLP Projection Television
Design by: Toshiba America Consumer
Products, L.L.C.
www.tacp.toshiba.com 

Toshiba's 62HMX94 Integrated DLP set features
proprietary Digital Light Engine named TALEN
designed and manufactured by Toshiba. Toshiba
integrated HDTVs include TV Guide On Screen, an
interactive program guide. 
The technology at the center of these sets is a
proprietary Digital Light Engine named TALEN
(Toshiba Advanced Light Engine) designed and
manufactured by Toshiba. This new system utilizes
Texas Instruments' new step-up HD2+ chip to
provide high resolution with improved brightness
and contrast. At less than 16 inches deep, these
sets have a flat panel-like appearance and occupy
considerably less space than traditional rear
projection sets. Another development from Toshiba
is the incorporation of the new PixelPure Digital
Video Processing Suite. Utilizing Toshiba's
advanced circuitry, PixelPure ensures the delivery
of consistent picture quality. 
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LG Electronics USA Inc.  
LG Electronics 60-inch Plasma Display Panel with Built-in Digital Video Recorder
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com 

60-inch Plasma HDTV with Built-in DVR: Model TU-60PY2DR has a built-in digital video recorder for recording HD
programming. Driven by LG's exclusive XD EngineTM, this 60-inch PDP provides consumers with better

overall picture quality and viewing experience. With built-in CableCARD capabilities, the TU-
60PY2DR displays brilliant HDTV images without the need for a separate cable box. The

unit offers four solutions to combat burn-in, more than any competitor. Not only
does the unit have the ability to correct burn-in, it offers two features

that help to prevent it from ever occurring. Available second-
quarter 2005. Price: TBD.

www.cleverdis.com
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Samsung Electronics America   
Samsung 50" Widescreen Plasma HDTV
Best-In-Class Performance
Design by: Samsung Electronics America 
www.samsungusa.com

Samsung's 50" HPR5072 represents the next generation of
state-of-the-art plasma picture performance with 68.7 billion
displayable colors and a contrast ratio of 10:000:1, wrapped
in a stylish design.

Samsung Electronics America 
Samsung 80" Widescreen Plasma HDTV - World’s
Largest
Design by: Samsung Electronics America 
www.samsungusa.com

The Samsung 80-inch HPR8072 is the largest consumer
plasma HDTV in the market, offering a full 1920 by 1080
progressive scanning resolution for outstanding image clarity.
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Pioneer Electronics
Pioneer Elite PRO-1120HD PureVision Plasma Television
Design by: Pioneer Electronics
www.pioneerelectronics.com 

The new Pioneer Elite PRO-1120HD PureVision plasma television offers consumers
a unique and unrivaled HD experience with the brightest, sharpest, most accurate
picture quality available. 
To create a sharper picture, Pioneer uses its proprietary Pure Drive technology to
maintain a pure digital signal path from source to image. This reduces digital and
MPEG noise, corrects image accuracy and improves gray scale levels. For the most
accurate picture, Pioneer turns to the newly developed First Surface Pure Color
Filter an industry first for plasma TVs.  This technology creates blacker blacks,
brilliant lifelike colors, great contrast levels, accurate color reproduction and true
to life colors.  The First Surface Pure Color Filter is optically adhered to the plasma
glass, eliminating any air gap between the plasma glass and the filter found in
other plasma televisions.  By eliminating that air gap, Pioneer has further
minimized light refraction making the picture even purer.   The filter also uses a
mesh infrastructure that acts like a mask for the light output, further enhancing its
sharpness and black levels in almost any room environment. According to Pioneer,
the brightness in Pioneer PureVision plasma TVs is the result of the company’s Deep
Encased Cell Structure, which produces a greater light emission to achieve 60
percent higher brightness level than previous plasmas.  This is achieved by making
each cell deeper to increase the phosphor area, and by encasing each cell with
horizontal ribs to prevent light leakage from neighboring cells.
The PRO-1120HD is currently available - suggested retail price: $13,500 

Eastech 
63" NTSC PDP Plasma TV
Design by: Eastech
www.eastech.com 

PT6300N: The pure picture
quality large screen TV installs on
the wall, and you still have plenty of space for audio equipment. 

Monster Cable Products Inc.   
M-Design Eleganza InvisiSound Plasma Mirror Frame
Design by: Monster
www.monstercable.com 

The M-Design Eleganza InvisiSound Plasma Mirror Frame (MD ELG ISF-
MR6000) delivers reference-quality surround sound while concealing
home theater components to blending beautifully into the home and
lifestyle  

Pixel Magic Systems Ltd.   
Plasma Enhancer
Design by: Pixel Magic
Systems Ltd.
www.pixelmagicsystems.com

Plasma Enhancer PE1000 is the
world's first video
processor/scaler based on Linux
OS platform. Specially designed
to enhance the video quality of
Plasma TVs, LCD TVs and RPTVs. 
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Philips Electronics
50" Plasma TV with Ambilight 2
Design by: Philips Electronics
www.philips.com

50PF9630A - 50" Plasma TV with Ambilight 2 - Enjoy the ultimate viewing
experience as, according to Philips, Ambilight and Pixel Plus 2 elevate picture
quality to a new level. Unprecedented viewing comfort, the latest Plasma Display
technology and a stunning design are main features. 
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LG Electronics USA Inc.   
LG Electronics 30-Inch Direct View Slim CRT
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com 

LG Electronics 30-Inch Direct View Slim CRT (DU-30FY10) provides slimmer depth than traditional CRTs. A true
HDTV, the unit boasts an ATSC tuner and HDMI input. 
The tube is manufactured by LG.Philips Displays in Korea. And while it may still be hard to hang this unit on the
wall, Siegfried Trinker, Director, Corporate Strategy & BI for LG.Philips Displays says this is far from
being an issue: “Wall mounting is a selling feature and argument which is overstated, and
just recently in the HDTV Forum (DisplaySearch – Los Angeles) there was
a poll answered by industry professionals, and 75% said even they
would not wall mount their TV, they would put it on a stand,”
says Trinker. “Keeping this in mind, for practical usage, we can
almost entirely compensate for the disadvantages of the CRT.” 
The depth of the CRT TV depends on the angle of the
deflection of the electron beam. LG.Philips has widened
this angle to an extent that makes it possible to shorten the
tube, and they’ve also changed the design of some parts
in the electron guns, making them shorter, thus gaining
around 30% advantage compared to standard tube depth. 
LG.Philips Displays is the world's market leader in
cathode ray tubes (CRTs) for use in televisions and
computer monitors. More information about LG.Philips
Displays is available at www.lgphilips-displays.com

Samsung Electronics America   
Samsung's 30" SlimFit HDTV
Design by: Samsung Electronics America 
www.samsungusa.com 

Samsung's SlimFit HDTV (TXR3079WH) has a built-in DTV tuner and
fits where others won't - Improved clarity over typical HD tube TVs with
a slimmer depth; panel-like, high quality design. Samsung’s new
SlimFit HDTV features a revolutionary slim-profile design that creates a
new category in the flat tube TV Market.  At 2/3rds the depth of a typi-
cal bulky tube TV, a SlimFit 30” Widescreen HD set from Samsung is
only about 2 inches deeper than a 32” LCD on a stand (in total depth).
Typical 30” widescreen sets are about 24” deep. The new Samsung
SlimFit HDTV is roughly 15.5” deep.  Essentially the same footprint is
required for a new SlimFit Samsung TV as is used for an LCD of the
same screen size.  This opens up the SlimFit TV to be used in new loca-
tions around the house.  Cabinets, tabletops, stands, and general pla-
cement can now take up less space with a SlimFit TV.  Most important-
ly the price is only a sight delta above similarly featured flat tube HDTV
sets on the market today.  The new TX-R3079WH is roughly half the
price of a comparable LCD TV. SlimFit TV is completely new and diffe-
rent from normal bulky CRT TV products.  This is the result of merging
a cutting edge new technology with a groundbreaking new design
style. 
Available March 2005; MSRP: $1,299
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NEW CRT TV TECHNOLOGIES
(SO THIN YOU ALMOST THINK IT’S PLASMA!!!)
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LG Electronics, USA Inc.   
Flatron 1730 with f-ENGINE
Design by: LG Electronics, USA Inc. 
www.lgusa.com

FLATRON L1730S LCD Monitor with f-ENGINE: In addition to being
honored with a CES 2005 Innovation Award, LG's Flatron L1730S
received the "Best of Innovation" award in the Computer Components
product category, receiving the judges' highest scores in the category.
Model L1730S is the first product with LG's revolutionary f-ENGINE
technology. The f-ENGINE picture-enhancing chip alters the relationship
between brightness and contrast resulting in the sharpest, brightest, most
true-to-life images available today. With a quick 12ms response time,
the L1730S is an ideal unit for gaming and multimedia applications.
Available now. Suggested retail price: $499. 

Hewlett Packard 
HP f2304 23" High Definition LCD Flat Panel Monitor 
Design by: Lunar Design
www.hp.com 

Offering incredible visual quality and performance in a slender, versatile display, the P f2304 23-inch
High Definition LCD Monitor is ideal for consumers using their PC while juggling multiple applications,
editing photos and video, playing games, surfing the Internet and watching DVD movies and
television. The monitor’s large 23-inch screen boasts a blazing16 millisecond response rate, making
PC play more enjoyable and delivering motion images free from ghosting for action-packed
gaming and for watching exciting digital videos and movies. The HP f2304 23-inch High Definition
LCD Monitor allows users to enjoy razor-sharp images. Its 1,920 x 1,200 native resolution is 175
percent greater than a typical 19- inch LCD monitor or 23-inch high-definition TV.(3) With 250
nits of brightness, 500:1 contrast ratio and 176 degrees wide viewing angle, the monitor yields
a brilliantly rich display. The monitor also includes a range of video inputs, such as
DVI, VGA, component video and S-video.

BenQ America
Corp.  
BenQ FP785
Design by: BenQ
America Corp.
www.BenQ.com 

The BenQ FP785 LCD
monitor features
'Senseye,' the latest in
image enhancement
technology, and
specifications for the
latest multimedia
applications. Its
modish design easily attracts the style-conscious consumer.  The breakthrough
design and style is meant to appeal to trendy professionals on the move and
those working at home or in small offices where the work environment needs
to be stylish as well as technologically well-advanced.  The unique foldable
base of the FP785 LCD display screen can be turned into a “handle” giving
the display the look of a fashionable handbag.  In addition its’ creative
feature, the back of the screen is free from burdensome wires contributing to
a simpler and clearer working space for users. The FP785 is ultra-flat (less
than 3.5 cm, about half of normal LCD displays) and easily portable. With
pivot software design, the 180° rotary display enables adapting its
positioning whether the display is standing, or hanging on the wall.
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SELECTING THE RIGHT

PROJECTOR CAN SOMETIMES BE

A DAUNTING TASK. HOWEVER,
WHEN YOUR PROJECTOR

INCLUDES DLP™ TECHNOLOGY

FROM TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, YOU

CAN BE SURE IT WILL OFFER

UNMATCHED CONTRAST, THE

CLEAREST, MOST VIBRANT

IMAGES AND A PURE,
ALL-DIGITAL PICTURE.
THIS ULTIMATE

GUIDE, OFFERS A

BROAD LISTING OF

DLP™ FRONT

PROJECTORS

AVAILABLE AT

THE TIME OF

PUBLICATION

(OCTOBER 2004).

COME AND VISIT TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS AT CES BOOTH

NUMBER #8602 OR VISIT

www.dlp.com

The Ultimate Guide to DLP
Now Available!! 

By Cleverdis

The Ultimate Guide to DLP
Now Available!! 
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FAREWELL TO THE “BIG FAT PICTURE BOX”…  
HELLO “SLIM-LINE” SCREENS THAT CAN BE HUNG ON THE WALL

> THE FLAT SCREEN
REVOLUTION 

The arrival of plasma and LCD screens has
transformed the TV world. Henceforth, a
modern TV screen is flat… and “design
conscious”. Bid farewell to the cumbersome old
“box”: not really something that brought a
touch of esthetic to our lives. The flat TV market
is exploding, as evidenced by the major space
dedicated to flat TVs in virtually all major retail
outlets. 
Beyond the technologies, for the consumer, the
main points of interest are firstly the form factor
and secondly the image quality. The latest
innovations in LCD and plasma technologies
have meant that both are now perfectly
adapted for all kinds of use, not only in the

professional setting, but also at home. The TV
becomes the center of a larger “entertainment”
center – either home cinema or part of a multi-
media system incorporating internet and other
PC-based activities. 

A PLETHORA OF USES

Depending on usage, it’s now possible to
choose a flat screen from a very large range of
sizes, with image diagonals from 15” to more
than 60”. One can also find screens adapted
to all budgets and environments, at home, in
retail, or in the office. Digital “convergence” in
this sense has been paralleled by another kind

of convergence – that which is happening
between traditional commercial and domestic
uses of display products.  A while ago, the
computer monitor went with the computer in
the office, and the TV was a thing you watched
at home. Then computers started to become
widespread at home, and by the same token,
people started using their desktop or laptop
computer to watch multimedia presentations.
Now, the convergence is almost total, and we
can no longer really just talk about “consumer”
and “professional” applications. In these
pages, we will attempt to give you some
pointers for how to choose screens depending
on your usage. Smaller sized LCD multimedia
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screens are becoming widespread in retail
shops and in the home, thanks to the fact that
they can be placed virtually anywhere and can
receive both PC and TV images. These displays
are therefore being used in many places where
no-one ever thought displays could be used
until now. Until the onset of LCD TV technology,
who would have ever thought of putting a TV in
an elevator? The mental image of a big old
cathode ray tube TV in an elevator is in fact
quite humoristic. 
Who would have thought to put a TV into the
face of a fridge? Now it’s the latest thing if you
want to out-do the Jones’s. Another factor that
makes the smaller LCD TV so popular is that
you can pick it up and carry it easily from one
room to another. In a shop, you can hang them
just about anywhere, and in fact that’s what
people are doing, making our lives much more
bright and cheerful when waiting at the check-

out or in line at the bank. This use of LCD
screens is also bringing fantastic Return on
Investment for shops using them for promotions
and advertising. The possibilities are virtually
endless. In this guide, we’re not going to try to
go into all the different permutations of what
you can do with screens, but will try to give
some general guidelines about applications
and what you should base your purchase
decision on. 

16:9 FORMAT BETTER
ADAPTED TO WATCHING
MOVIES

The onset not only of HDTV, but especially of
the 16:9 (widescreen) form factor is being
pushed along by the fact that this format is
much better adapted to watching DVD movies.

We’ll be seeing more and more TVs and

multimedia monitors in this form factor as more

and more people want to watch DVD and HD

source material in widescreen format. 

PRICES 

Prices continue to descend, and will continue to

do so for a number of years, as more large

scale factories are opened (both plasma and

LCD) and economies of scale combine with

heavy competition to drive prices down.For less

than $600, one can now obtain a 20” LCD TV

with a highly respected brand name. For a 32”

model, prices start around $3000. By the same

token, plasma prices continue to plunge, with

42” screens now available under $2000. Just

a few years ago, the same plasma screen

would have set you back more than $10,000.
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LCD & PLASMA TV

> SELECTING 
A FLAT TV 

THE FLAT TV SET CONSTITUTES ONE OF THE ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF A MODERN HOME MULTI-MEDIA SYSTEM.
DESPITE A MAJOR DROP IN PRICES, ITS PURCHASE STILL REPRESENTS A CONSIDERABLE INVESTMENT FOR

CONSUMERS, ESPECIALLY WHEN THEY’RE LOOKING AT RENEWING THE PRINCIPAL TELEVISION SET IN THE HOME.
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IMAGE SIZE 

From where the viewer is seated, a distance of
3 to 5 times the width of the screen base is
necessary for good visual comfort. In fact, it’s
better to be too far away from the screen than
too close. It should be noted however that you
can sit closer to a high definition screen without
eye strain than one with standard resolution. 
So according to the size of the room and the
place in which the viewers will be seated, one
can define the maximum size of the screen. For
example, a room where the distance between

the settee and the screen is ten feet should not
generally be equipped with a TV set of more
than 42 inches.

RESOLUTION 

Expressed as a number of pixels - horizontal
and vertical - the resolution defines the quality
of the image that’s displayed. The more you
raise the resolution, the more dots there are on
the screen and consequently the definition of
the image on the screen is better. 
What many are now claiming is “true” High

Definition TV is that which has 1920 X 1080

pixels on the screen (1080p). 

But there is nevertheless another “intermediate”

HD format: 1280 X 720. 

Screens offering these resolutions are ideal for

watching HDTV, but beware, because some

manufacturers announce their screens are

"HDTV compatible" which does not mean the

set is HDTV, but means it has standard or

enhanced resolution, and while able to receive

HDTV channels, effectively down-grades the

HDTV signal.    
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LUMINOSITY AND CONTRAST 

A combination of luminosity and contrast
influences the visual impact of the screen.
Associated with the clarity of the image, good
contrast makes it possible to better distinguish
details. However, beware of the spec sheets!
What’s published by the manufacturers only
corresponds to contrast levels in “ideal”
situations (i.e. a pitch-black room). Thus, while
Plasma screens tend to dominate in terms of
published specs compared to LCD, the contrast
of plasma falls faster than LCD as the ambient
light increases. This means that in a room with
normal daylight conditions, an LCD screen will
often have better real contrast than the Plasma.  

VIDEO PROCESSING 

The quality of the LCD or Plasma panel only
assures the final quality of the image, but does
not guarantee its overall quality. The signal
processing is indeed paramount, because it
allows for the provision of an optimized digital
signal to the screen. 
Video processing makes it possible to improve
the following characteristics of the image (see

also article):
- Fast moving images (eradicating trailing
effect)
- Homogeneous colors (absence of swarming),
- Respect of curved lines (absence of
“staircase” effect). 
In addition, video processors known as “scalers”
(see also specific interviews on this subject)
make it possible to adapt the resolution of the
signal to that of the screen. This is extremely
important in screens where the incoming signal
does not have the same number of pixels as the
screen. When there are around 400 lines
arriving and 1080 on the screen, simple math
says you can’t make a simple conversion. To
make a nice, smooth picture, there is a hell of
a lot of calculation involved. Multiply that a
hundred times a second and you get an idea of
the processing power needed. Integrated
processors are therefore often inadequate. This
also explains why, when you have a great
picture in the shop, you get home and the
standard TV picture looks trashy. 
Ask the people in the shop if they can advise on
scalers. If not, read this guide attentively!

CHALK AND CHEESE 
PLASMA AND LCD 
REFRESH RATE 

A certain minimum response time is required
for the viewer not to get visual fatigue, and in
LCD screens, it’s important in order not to get
“trailing effects”. The criteria are indeed
different when comparing LCD screens with
Plasma or Cathode Ray TVs. The refresh rate is
expressed as the time it takes for a display’s
image to be refreshed per second. This rate is
expressed in hertz, so a refresh rate of 75 Hz
means the image is refreshed 75 times per
second. It is believed that 70 Hz or higher is
necessary for the human eye not to perceive a
“flicker” effect. When purchasing a monitor or
TV, the minimum refresh rate is therefore 75 to
85 Hz. New technology CRT TV screens run at
100 Hz, ensuring even more visual comfort,
and much smoother transitions for fast moving
pictures on the screen. While 75 Hz is a
minimum for CRT, an acceptable refresh rate
for LCD is perceived as being 16 milliseconds
(why did they go and confuse things by
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changing measuring standards?). In terms of
Hertz, that only makes around 62 Hz… so
where’s the catch? The thing is that in technical
terms, an LCD pixel doesn’t turn “off and on”…
it just changes state… whereas on a Plasma or
CRT screen (as will also be the case with SED
screens), each impulse is like a light switching
on and off, then on again and so on. In other
words, in CRT and Plasma, the individual pixel
unit, made up of red, green and blue dots, has
a discharge, followed by a lapse, followed by
another discharge, etc., whereas the LCD
screen has a flow of digital information
arriving at its pixels, meaning it can change
from one shade of blue to another without the
pixel turning “off” in between. This is why
there’s no “flicker” effect on LCD.

VIEWING ANGLE  

Do you have a room where people will be
watching the screen from broad angles, or are
most people watching the screen from within a

limited angle?If the latter is true, and you’re
looking to buy an LCD TV or monitor, be very
careful about the viewing angle. Panel
suppliers are now generally making screens
that have a very good viewing angle (see LCD
techno section – description of S-IPS and MVA
technologies), but many screens still on sale in
shops are “old tech” and have a poor viewing
angle.This is a non-issue with Plasma and CRT,
and will also not be a problem with new SED
screens. 

LIFESPAN 

Today, the lifespan of Plasma and LCD screens
borders on 60,000 hours of effective
operation, which corresponds to nearly 14
years’ operation if used 12 hours per day. The
question of lifespan is thus not a criterion of
great interest for the general consumer. In
addition, lifespan generally refers to the time it
takes for the screen to get to half the level of
luminosity of when it was brand new. As most

new screens have a high initial level of

luminosity, this is a moot point. 

MULTIMEDIA CAPABILITY

Do you want to use your new LCD TV as a

computer monitor? Remember that not all LCD

TVs are instantly compatible, which sounds

stupid, but it’s true. As digital convergence

becomes more and more a part of our daily

lives, it’s important to consider what you may

want to do with your “digital visual interface”

in the next few years. If you’re looking for a flat

screen TV for your bedroom, and you already

have your PC sitting on a desk in the corner

there, why not combine the two? Think of that

BEFORE buying, so as not to be sorry

afterwards. Wouldn’t it be better to have a

great new screen for your PC at the same time

as having internet and all the other multimedia

capabilities of your PC on the TV? 
Remember, convergence is the word! 
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Cleverdis: When looking at direct-view
TV’s, particularly LCD versus CRT
technology, what are the main
considerations to be taken into account? 

Yves Faroudja: The basic choices to be
made by a potential buyer are of course
firstly based on aspect ratio… either 3:4, or
16:9… Then comes the question: HDTV or
not HDTV…
All sets nowadays must have Video, Yuv,
and S-VHS inputs, and even in 50 Hz
countries, CRT TVs must display at a 100 Hz
rate (through frame doubling), manual
aspect conversion from 3/4 to 16/9, or vice
versa, and Zoom functions.

Cl.: What about image quality? What are
the main concerns here?

Y.F.: The different elements of image quality
are resolution, flicker, colorimetry, black
level, uniformity, overall contrast, motion
blurring, and angle of vision ( LCDs ). It has
to be underlined that CRT TVs are still the
best in terms of picture quality and cost.
Their limitations are only due to mediocre
pre-processors, not from the CRTs

themselves. Their main inconveniences are
bulk and weight. In Direct-view LCD-TVs
main advantages are their flatness and
weight. Resolution is good. Requirements for
pre-processing include de-interlacing (if
required), and flicker is limited. However,
the colorimetry may be false, the angle of
vision may be limited, and black level may
not be black enough. The intrinsic motion
blurring of the LCD may not be properly
compensated.

Cl.: We hear people talking a lot about the
importance of pre-processors. Tell us about
these… 

Y.F.: A good pre-processor should have, for
all devices, 3D PAL/NTSC decoding, 
Non-linear enhancement, De-interlacing
including reverse telecine and diagonal lines
interpolation modes. In addition, for LCD
devices, Scaling, Motion blurring correction
( Often only partly done) and Colour
correction.But pre-processors cannot correct:

• Errors of all kinds made during the signal
source generation (Studio processing).
This is probably the greatest source of

degradation of image quality.

• Errors due to excessive compression and

transmission path.

• Limited angle of vision ( LCD )

• Poor black level ( LCD )

• Lack of uniformity.

Cl.: Mr Faroudja, it could be said that you

are one of the visionaries of the industry…

How do you see the future of this market? 

Y.F.: In the future, I see LCDs taking a bigger

and bigger part of the market, but CRTs will

stay with us for a very, very long time, as

well as analogue transmission standards. 

I believe that the remaining defects of some

LCD displays ( Black level, angle of vision,

colorimetry, blurring, etc) will be corrected

in the device itself, which will make the task

of the pre-processor far easier. 

I also believe that the use of HDTV in TV sets

will significantly grow, side by side with

usual standards, but unfortunately, mostly

under interlaced form.

> DISPLAY QUALITY
CRITERIA

Yves

FAROUDJA

As the man who added "line doubler" to the video lexicon (not to mention “quadrupler”),
Yves Faroudja has been instrumental in the advancement of display technololgy. A grad-
uate of Paris University Ecole Superieure de l'Electricite, he co-founded Faroudja
Laboratories in 1971. The company went public in 1997, and in 1998 it merged with
Sage, with the resulting entity (Sage) being sold to Genesis Microchip in 2000. Among
Mr Faroudja's inventions are circuits licenced to be used in home VCR's and artefact-
free NTSC/PAL encoders/decoders, and since the 90's his company, Faroudja Inc., has
developed line-doublers / multipliers. Mr. Faroudja's work has led to the awarding of
three Emmy's from the US National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences including
a lifetime achievement Emmy Award. He is the holder of more than 50 US and foreign
patents. 
Since 2001, his main interest has been in the improvement of image quality in Flat Panel
Displays (FPDs).

INTERVIEW

FEATURE INTERVIEW
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ABOUT REAR-PROJECTION TV

When you’re looking for a big screen for a
reasonable price, rear-projection TV can give
you the size that you want -- CRT screens
generally top out at 40" or so, and at that size,
they are huge and heavy. 

Plasma screens can be bigger than that and still
manageable, they are much more expensive.  

Or maybe you need to equip a classroom or
conference room for multimedia presentations. 

A rear-projection TV gives you great flexibility
and is usually much better than the standard
combination of an overhead projector and
TV/VCR. Often less than 8” thick, the new
generation of rear-projection TVs is snapping

at the heels of plasma
when it comes to image
quality and design.
While you still can’t hook
a projection TV on the
wall, it has to be said that
when it comes down to it,
not all that many people
really want to hang a TV
of that size on the wall
anyway. As it turns out in
fact, only around ten
percent of people who
buy plasma TV sets want
to hang them on the wall.
Doing so implies installing
a support for the TV as
well as putting the cables

through the wall for a clean installation. For
this reason, most people place the unit on stand
or piece of furniture made for the purpose. 

The main attraction for a “flat TV” is in fact it’s
esthetic “look”. With the new generation of
projection TVs, this issue has been somewhat
absorbed, with some new units even able to be
placed on bench-tops. 

The principle of the rear-projector is extremely
simple. The unit integrates a video-projector
which, thanks to a system of mirrors, projects
the image on the screen. 

The quality of digital projection technology
(based on what’s known as micro-displays) has

been advancing in leaps and bounds, meaning
that not only has the design of these units
(previously based on tri-tube CRT) has
improved. It also means the image is now crisp
and clear, with good contrast levels. 

Constructors have developed new, highly
compact systems of lenses and mirrors – a
veritable technological miracle – managing to
“create” the same effect as a five foot throw
distance in less than 10 inches. 

TECHNOLOGIES 

There are currently several different projection
technologies used in projection TVs – LCD, DLP
and LCoS. 

DLP appears to be taking the upper hand in the
US, with excellent contrast levels and
luminosity. 

LCoS (Liquid Crystal on Silicon) models give
excellent images, but are priced above DLP,
putting them in between DLP rear-projection
and plasma in terms of price and image
quality. 

Some might even say that an LCoS rear-
projection TV will give a better picture than
plasma, with no very clean images and vivid
colors. 

The only remaining disadvantage is that of
viewing angle, which still remains a bugbear. 

> REAR-PROJECTION TV
THE BIGGER BROTHER

FOR A SMALLER PRICE…
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VIEWING ANGLE

If you don’t need to have
a very broad viewing
angle for your set,
micro-display-based
rear-projection TV is
now definitely a good
alternative. From what
we’ve seen, DLP-based

models are of
excellent quality,
while LCoS models
are simply stunning.
Take the time to
consider different
models. The best way
to decide is to
compare different
sets yourself. 

DIFFERENT
DLP CHIPS 

Let’s take a closer look at DLP
projection TVs. 

At the heart of a DLP rear projection TV is
a DMD (Digital Micro-mirror device), just
like in DLP projectors. 
To this end, please refer to the page on
How DLP works.  The HD3 “chip” currently
used in most DLP TVs is just 0.55” in size,
but produces a resolution of 1280 x 720
pixels with an announced contrast ratio of

1500:1 (contrast ratios are based on use
in a dark room and are by no means
applicable in a daylight or bright light
situation.)
This chip includes improvements such as
“DarkChip2” and “SmoothPicture”*. 
Some high end models use what’s known
as the HD2+ chip, which gives the same
resolution, but even greater contrast –
2500:1.

Texas Instruments have more recently
released an ultra-high end chip, known as
xHD3. 
This device will be at the heart of a new
Samsung set, and with a diameter of 0.9”
produces a native resolution of 1920 x
1080 pixels for a contrast ratio of 5000:1. 

* New DLP Jargon: 

DarkChip(TM) - offers dramatically
increased contrast ratio to provide
increased depth and picture sharpness and
true blacks and whites.

SmoothPicture - Combined with TI’s cutting-
edge third generation of 720p and 1080p
chips, it offers excellent picture quality,
providing a smooth, seamless image.

DynamicBlack - Dynamically optimizes
picture quality, providing deeper black
levels with amazing detail in dark scenes
and a contrast ratio of 5000:1.
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TECHNO

VARIOUS CATEGORIES OF
VIDEO-PROJECTORS AND
THEIR WEIGHT

There are three main categories of video-
projectors: Pico portables, Micro portables and
Ultra Portables. Choosing the correct category
should be your first consideration when
selecting the right projector for your needs. 

PICO PORTABLES

Pico Portables are projectors which are
generally less than 4 pounds in weight. The
efficient design of DLP™ Technology has
created this category and, in fact,  it is the only
technology found in projectors under 3 lbs.
These projectors are intended primarily for
those needing portability such as professionals
who travel frequently for whom weight and
bulk are essential buying factors.

MICRO PORTABLES

Micro Portables are projectors used for
environments which may only require
occasional movement of the projector from
place to place. They typically weigh between 4
and 6 lbs. Their “portability” refers more to the
simplicity of set-up (primarily in the simplicity of
adjustments etc.), which makes it easier to
move them from one room to another,
depending on the user's needs. 

ULTRA PORTABLES

Lastly, Ultra Portables, while still mobile,
typically range from 6 to 11 lbs. and are
generally more powerful and of a larger size.
They are usually intended to remain in a single
room: in this case, compactness is not
necessary, nor is total simplicity of controls.
These projectors are characterized by their
image quality much more than their portability. 

> WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
ABOUT FRONT

PROJECTORS
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THE USE OF MULTIMEDIA PROJECTORS IS EVOLVING

RAPIDLY, AS MORE AND MORE PEOPLE DISCOVER THE

AMAZING BIG SCREEN EXPERIENCE. FROM

WATCHING MOVIES AT HOME OR PLAYING VIDEO

GAMES ON A 20 FOOT SCREEN TO GIVING

COMPELLING PRESENTATIONS THAT CAPTIVATE THE

AUDIENCE, PROJECTORS ARE BECOMING AN

INTEGRAL PART OF LIFE. THERE ARE SEVERAL

CRITERIA THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN

LOOKING TO PURCHASE A NEW PROJECTOR. THE

FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD HELP YOU DETERMINE

THE PROJECTOR THAT WILL BE THE PERFECT FIT.
© Photo: Benq PB2240 Microportable
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BRIGHTNESS

The brightness of a projector is measured in
ANSI Lumens. This refers to the brightness of
the projector. As the brightness of the lamp
increases, oftentimes, cost does as well.
Brighter projectors may also consume slightly
more energy and release more heat (and thus,
creating an increasing need for cooling which
could increase the fan noise). Essentially, the
brightness necessary for the projector's
operation is proportionally a function of the
ambient light in the room it will be used. In a
situation of half-light or in the dark, 500 to 800
ANSI Lumens can be sufficient. A brightness
level of between 800 and 1500 ANSI Lumens
constitutes an acceptable average in the case
of using a projector in normal ambient light for
rooms of average size. For rooms of a larger
size, the longer projection distance increases
the need for higher lumens, since it's necessary
to obtain a more significant image size. This is
why ultra portable projectors generally have
an output beginning at 2000 ANSI Lumens,
with the most powerful of them exceeding 6 -
7,000 ANSI Lumens.

CONTRAST RATIO

Put simply, the contrast ratio corresponds to a
ratio of luminosity between the clearest part of
the projected image and the darkest part or
white versus black. In theory, we speak of white
and black, but the operation mode of a
projector (use of a luminous ray to project the
image) makes it difficult to approach perfect
black. The contrast ratio is an important
criterion for projectors that are generally used
for projecting detail images, eg. video images,
as the contrast emphasizes them. On the other
hand, if it is a question of projecting “data”
images (graphics, diagrams, etc), this criterion
is less essential.

RESOLUTION

This refers to the number of pixels in the
projector’s matrix. It is expressed in the same
manner as that of computer monitors (see table
below). Logically, the higher the resolution, the
better the definition of the image. The greater
part of current-day projectors are SVGA or
XGA, the first of course being cheaper than the
second. Here again, the choice of resolution
must be related to its use: if it is not absolutely
necessary to project detailed images, SVGA is
perfectly suited; if it is a question of projecting
more complex images (video, texts in small
characters, etc.), XGA will undoubtedly be
preferable. As for SXGA projectors, they offer
the highest image definition but are also
typically the most expensive and should be
reserved for applications requiring very high
image definition.
Various resolutions (ex: for a 4:3 image):

VGA 640 X 480 pixels
XGA 1024 X 728 pixels
SVGA 800 X 600 pixels
SXGA 1280 X 1024 pixels

KEYSTONE CORRECTION

Theoretically, a projector is best positioned just
opposite the screen, so as to project the image
without deforming it. Indeed, if a “skew” in the
image is projected, the normally rectangular
image becomes trapezoidal. Keystone
correction makes it possible to mitigate this
induced deformation, by rectifying the image
and restoring its rectangular form. Nearly all
projectors on the market have vertical keystone
correction, with a few that propose horizontal
correction as well. This feature is particularly
valuable when a projector is moved from
location to location. 

ZOOM AND FOCAL DISTANCE

The traditional distance between the screen

and the video projector is 2.5 times the size of

the base of the screen on which the image is

projected. Nevertheless, the space constraints

can bring one to position the machine closer or

further away, according to the situation. A

zoom thus makes it possible to adjust image

size, the better the zoom, the more room one

has to maneuver the installation of the

projector. In addition, if the distance from the

screen is reduced, the use of a short-throw lens

will make it possible to project an acceptable

image size, in spite of the lack of space.

NOISE LEVELS

The ventilator used for the cooling of the lamp

makes a noise, this is variable depending on

the model you choose. Typically, fan noise is

more of an issue for projectors designed for

home entertainment, but is rarely a factor

otherwise.

WIRELESS CAPABILITIES

“Wireless” projectors are currently seeing

strong development. The absence of a video

cable to connect them to the computer has the

advantage of simplicity: it is no longer

necessary to be close to the projector to control

its presentation. If, for example, various

presenters use the projector, it becomes possible

for each to take turns in having the control of the

machine.

Sim2 Domino 30H Ultra portable Hp sb21Pico portable Projection Design FI+SXGA Ultra portable Toshiba TDP S20U Ultra portable
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> PROJECTION APPLICATIONS

TEACHING & TRAINING

Depending upon the situation, you may
wish to use pico portable or micro portable
projectors, according to your requirements
in terms of mobility. By the same manner,
you should attempt to choose a machine in

which the
resolution
(adapted to
the type of
projected
images) and
luminosity
(generally,
this type of
use

corresponds to normal ambient light) will
be adapted: that is to say, generally an
SVGA projector of at least 800 lumens,
with a preference - if budget allows - for an
XGA with luminosity higher or equal to
1200 lumens.

MOBILE SALES (ROAD
WARRIORS)

Weight is a primary concern for this
category of projector use. Typically 3 lbs. or
less is usually preferred. 
In addition to the weight, automatic keystone
adjustment, auto-adjustment of the
colorimetry and image contrast, and sensors
which analyze the ambient light and the

projection surface are all features to
consider. The capacity to directly connect a
USB key or a PCMCIA card containing your
presentation also has a major advantage in 
terms of efficiency and time saving. 
A luminosity level between 700 and 1000
lumens will be generally sufficient.

MEETING OR CONFERENCE
ROOMS

Projectors having a broad range of
functionalities here are very much
appreciated. Indeed, a conference room is
characterized by the fact it can be utilized
by various types of people over time. 

A luminosity of 1500 lumens is generally
preferred. 

The weight and the size of meeting room
projectors are not as significant factors,

since it does not, by vocation, have to be
regularly moved. 

It is evident that in different corporate or
institutional settings, the size of the space
may vary greatly. 

As the size of the room grows, the
probability of using portable projectors is
reduced with a preference of fixed ultra
portable models, and the importance of high
light output increases. 

Good contrast ratios are always important
when considering projectors for these
applications.
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LARGE CONFERENCE ROOMS,
VENUES… 

The machines dedicated to this type of
application must have very high light output
(typically 4,000 lumens or higher) and high
resolution (imperative SXGA), because of
the long projection distance. 

In addition, many additional functionalities
may be significant in your selection criteria
(such as the aptitude to function in 24/24
mode thanks to a dual lamp system allowing
the lamps to take turns one after the other, or
“intelligent” systems making it possible to
combine several projectors to create
complex visual scenes, etc)

HOME THEATER

Home theater projectors have a number of
different features that differentiate them from
ææome office projectors to get that “Home
Theater” experience, or for sports events
such as football or baseball games.  For
people looking for a permanent projector for
home use, the scope is very broad, with 
base-line prices now within reach of most
households. 

The main criteria to look for in this category
are: 

• Aspect ratio – It’s important, if you’re
going to be playing DVD or other movie
sources (such as recorded HDTV wide
aspect) to ensure you get a projector that
has a 16:9 wide aspect ratio. This is not

the case with most office use projectors,
though most projectors can be set up to
produce a 16 :9 ratio via the on-screen
menu. 

• Noise level –If you plan on using your
projector in a quiet room at home, fan
noise can be an issue. Make sure you
check that the noise level of the projector’s
fan is acceptable, 

• Light output – Even in a darkened room, if

you want to get a crisp, clear picture with
good contrast levels, make sure your
projector is bright enough for acceptable
viewing. 

• Resolution – If you plan to view HDTV
images, make sure the projector is HDTV
compatible. This is often the case, however
it’s better to check first!

• Aesthetics – in the home, this is of course 
even more important than in the office.
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In this guide, we attempt to
bring you a round up of what’s
new and different in terms of visual solutions.
How many times have you been to a
presentation where the projector beamed great
images on the screen, but as the presenter
moved around in from of the image, he or she
was blinded by the projector and was
wallpapered with the image that was supposed

to be going onto the screen? 
A company by the name of iMatte
has developed an ingenious new
system called iSkia (Greek for
“Shadow”) that completely solves
this problem, as well as adding

new functions to the way you
can make presentations.
Using a hardware device that

is mounted above or below the
projector, “Selective Inhibition™”

generates a mask modifying the signal in such
a way as to “cut out” the shape of the person
and avoid them being blinded and covered
with the image. 

In addition, using a wireless remote, the unit
allows the presenter to “Grab”, “Highlight”
and “Draw”, using his hand as a “human
mouse”. Quite honestly, we’ve tried it, and it
works. It’s the kind of application enhancement
that will add more than just a “je ne sais quoi”
to a presentation… it’s a real eye opener and
has the effect of making the user look
unbelievably professional. 

According to Joe Parker, President and COO of
iMatte, “We think iSkia offers a win-win
outcome; it is good for both the presenter and
the audience. Any improvements in a
presenter’s ability to stimulate audience interest
and control audience focus will be reflected in
a more enjoyable experience for the audience.
There is a much quoted 1971 study by UCLA
Professor Emeritus Albert Mehrabian that
indicates that there are three levels of
communication that determine how a listener
interprets and responds to a speaker: the

spoken words account for 7% of the listeners
response; the way the words are spoken
accounts for 38%; and the body language and
facial expressions of the speaker account for
55%. Very few of us can make effective use of
body language while standing behind a
podium at the side of a projection screen.
Professional presenters know that movements
and gestures can raise their energy level and
also maintain audience interest.” 

What’s also interesting about the iSkia by
iMatte is that it’s compatible with legacy
equipment in boardrooms and meeting rooms,
including AV control systems, projectors, DVDs,
VCRs and PCs. You don’t have to add a new
fangled projector to it. It just works. 

For more information: www.imatte.com. 
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> INHIBITION IS GOOD…
WHEN IT’S SELECTIVE. 
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> MICROSOFT WINDOWS XP

EDITION MEDIA CENTER 2005 

MEDIA CENTER, ULTIMATE EVOLUTION
OF DIGITAL CONVERGENCE

It’s a revolution which radically modifies the
approach of consumers with regard to digital
technologies. Introduced by Microsoft, this
evolution of the PC towards a central domestic
function - of storage and diffusion of content -
marks the final swing in the digital era and the
advent of the digital home.The choice of digital
apparatus thus now becomes evident… as if it
wasn’t already. From now on, photos will find
their place in the digital album in the computer,

where it will be oh, so easy to find them and
view them, either on your high-definition LCD
monitor or on your TV. The same applies to
video, whether it’s home video filmed with your
digital camera, recorded from TV, or bought in
the form of a DVD or Blu-Ray disc. Ditto for
music, with the explosion of MP3 that can
easily be downloaded from sites like iTunes by
APPLE. The Media Center allows the user to
centralize musical content, which becomes

accessible in any room
of the home, or can be
transferred to a MP3
player for outdoor use. 

HEY… THIS IS
EASY!

The Media Center is
simple to use. The
whole thing is run via
remote control,
navigating through
various menus
allowing the user to
select the type of
content required

(music, photos, film, etc.), then to choose the
specific files they want to access, with a
fundamental difference: these contents
belong the user and are thus available upon
demand, without the constraints of TV or
radio programming schedules. Moreover,
having a double integrated tuner, the Media
Center is also able to record programs
which can then be accessed on demand for
viewing later on. This is much in the same
way as a DVD recorder/player with an
integrated hard disc, which makes it
possible to watch one program while
recording another, but also to program
different recordings, and even to “pause” a
live program and pick it back up whenever
you want.
Via the Media Center interface, the user
accesses all of these functionalities, through
of interactive menus which are used in an
intuitive way, without requiring “h-tech”
knowledge.The Media Center also largely
benefits from Wi-Fi technology, disposing of
the necessity to connect everything together
with cumbersome cables, not to mention
drilling holes through walls to access other
rooms etc. 

Thanks to the Media Center, digital devices like television sets, digital still and video cameras, computers, etc., are inter-connected thanks to Wi-Fi,
and share all the multi-media content of the home.This fruit of multi-media convergence opens the way to multiple applications and leisure
activities.According to Microsoft, “Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 is an operating system that enables you to enjoy the best in home
entertainment, personal productivity, and creativity on your home PC in an easy, complete, and connected way. 
With Media Center Edition 2005, you can store, share, and enjoy all of your photos, all of your music, all of your home video, and even recorded
TV in one sleek and easy to use place. Computers powered by Windows XP Media Center Edition 2005 are called Media Center PCs. They are
complete Windows XP-based PCs enhanced for home entertainment. These computers represent the evolution of home PCs into digital media hubs
that bring together all your entertainment choices and allow you to access them via remote control.

THE ULTIMATE DIGITAL REVOLUTION 
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ABOUT PC MONITORS

> HOW TO CHOOSE A PC
MONITOR ?

TECHNOLOGY 

Sales of bulky old CRT (Cathode Ray Tube)
Monitors have now been overtaken in by TFT-
LCD screens. While CRT remains cheaper with
comparable image size (a 15” LCD is
equivalent to a 17” CRT), CRTs are on the other
hand three or four times more cumbersome on
average than LCD and consume approximately
three times more energy.

SCREEN SIZE 

The size of the screen you buy will of course
very much depend on what you need the
screen for. Displaying the same quantity of
visual information on a screen of a bigger size
makes it possible to improve eye comfort. 

An LCD offers a real image size equivalent to
that of a CRT which has a diagonal of 2” more:

the standard of monitors LCD is thus now 17",
which gives a usable real screen size to a 19”
CRT.

SUPPORTED RESOLUTIONS 

The size of screen corresponds only to the size
of the image, not to the quantity of information
(in dots, or pixels) able to be displayed: thus,
with equivalent resolution, two screens of
different size will display exactly the same
number of pixels and thus the same quantity of
information. In addition, while it is possible "to
push-up" the resolution of a CRT (by increasing
the refresh rate to avoid a phenomenon of
flutter), an LCD should be used only in its native
resolution, i.e. that corresponding to the real
number of pixels present on the panel (there is
no point increasing the resolution of the signal
beyond what the screen is able to display…

this in fact will only result in a degradation of
image quality).

SCREEN FORM-FACTOR

Most computer monitors have until now been
produced in a 4:3 format, but we are seeing an
increasing number of models on the market in
a 16:9 format. These monitors (exclusively
using LCD technology) offer the advantage of
being compatible with DVD images, but in
addition to this, within the framework of office
applications, they make it possible to post the
Office™ bar developed by Microsoft, without
reducing the usable working surface of the
screen. Another feature which has come with
the LCD monitor is that of “pivoting” which
makes it possible to swivel the screen through
90 degrees to put it into portrait mode and thus
display a full size, upright US-Letter size
document.

PC MONITORS HAVE EVOLVED INCREDIBLY

OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS. THEY’RE OF

COURSE NO LONGER JUST A “VISUAL

INTERFACE” FOR WORD-PROCESSING AND

OTHER STATIC FILES. THEY’VE IN FACT

EVOLVED TO THE POINT WHERE THE SCREEN

IS NOW BY FAR THE MOST PROMINENT

ASPECT OF A PC AND IS CROSSING-OVER

WITH TV-LIKE FUNCTIONS, WITH MANY

PEOPLE NOW WATCHING VIDEO (DVD,
DIVX, ETC.) ON THEIR COMPUTER. SO

COMPUTER SCREENS NOW HAVE TO

SUPPORT HIGH-COLOR IMAGES – BOTH

STILL AND VIDEO. AND THAT’S WHERE WE

START TO SEE SOME DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN BRANDS. 
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COLOR RENDITION AND
CONTRAST 

The number of colors a monitor is able to
display is important if you’re using it for
graphics or even for watching video images:
more the range of colors is broad, better the
image quality will be. For this kind of thing,
CRT screens have still generally been better
than LCD, but more recently, LCD has benefited
from notable technological improvements,
making it possible for certain models to
produce excellent quality images. In the same
way, contrast ratio of governs the "legibility" of
the image, while making it possible to better
distinguish the details when they are in similar
colors. These criteria, of course, are of little
importance for traditional office use, but are
essential for applications like CAD/CAM,
graphics, video assembly, etc.

QUALITY OF VIDEO RENDITION

During the display of moving images, the
response time becomes an essential criterion. 
CRT monitors do not have too many problems
here (although the weak link will probably be
the graphics board), while LCD monitors
present, according to the models, very

disparate performance levels. Once again, if it
is a question of using the monitor for traditional
office applications, this criterion is not
important… However, if the monitor is used for
watching video or moving 3D simulation, it is
very important to ensure the screen has a good
refresh rate. This is to ensure that fast moving
images on the screen will not generate visual
artifacts (trailing…).Most modern LCD panels
have a refresh rate better than 16 m/s,
however what they don’t tell you is that it’s
more important to calculate the response time
between two different gray levels, which can
only be done in a test lab, and this is rarely, if
ever cited by manufacturers. Make sure you
test the various screens you’re looking at with
fast moving images, and don’t be hypnotized
by those lovely slow moving demo videos they
us in many shops.  

VIEWING ANGLE 

According to whether you look at a screen
face-on or not, the quality of the image, in
particular contrast levels can change. While
being placed directly opposite the screen, one
is assured that the visual result will be optimal
but the more off-center you are, the more faded
the picture is likely to become, depending on

the LCD technology used (see technology
section). In theory, this criterion is not essential
for office applications, since the user by
definition is placed in front of his or her screen. 
However, if several people want to look at the
screen at the same time (i.e. watching a video),
viewing angle will be a major deciding factor. 
On the other hand, if you’re using the screen in
a situation where you don’t want inquisitive
eyes to stray onto your screen, polarizing filters
are available which considerably reduce
viewing angle and ensure that only the user
placed behind the screen can see what’s on it.  

CONNECTIVITY 

Traditionally, a monitor is connected to a
computer by a VGA cable which conveys, in
analog form, the 3 (Red-Green-Blue)
components of the computer image.On the
other hand, if the monitor and graphics board
allow it, it is possible to substitute this for it a
DVI (DIGITAL video interface) connector which
transmits 100% digital data and thus
guarantees a better image quality. In addition,
certain screens offer additional connector
interfaces (USB, headphone, microphone, etc.)
which may, in certain cases, prove to be very
useful.
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ABOUT HDTV

> HDTV 
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BACKGROUND

The decision to work on a new TV standard
goes back as far as the 1964 olympics, when
the Japanese public broadcaster NHK decided
to examine the idea. 

In 1980, an HDTV standard was agreed in
Japan, known as MUSE/Hi-Vision. Since this
time, the debate has been raging in Europe
and the US as to what standard to adopt in
HDTV. When, in 1993, the FCC decided to
back a digital TV standard, the possibility was
opened-up to allow for HIGH DEFINITION TV.
The US DTV standard was a variant of the
Japanese approach (1080 lines – interlaced). 

CHALLENGES

Major advances have been made.
For example, four congressional committees
have passed legislation which allows satellite
service providers to offer local HD broadcasts
to regions where local HD broadcasts are not

available. On the other hand, major challenges
still exist. 

One of the biggest is the fact that HDTV is not
mandated by any governing body in the US,
unlike Digital TV. 

NEW TECHNOLOGIES BOOST
POSSIBILITIES 

As you may know, broadcasting HDTV
resolution means more data and higher bit-
rates, thus more bandwidth… but the number
of channels and bandwidth is limited.

The introduction of new compression
technologies is one of the ways of solving this
problem. Until now, broadcasts have generally
been in MPEG-2 format. The introduction of a
new algorithm, known as MPEG-4, allows for a
much higher compression with similar picture
quality, meaning more channels and lower
delivery costs. Microsoft’s WMV-HD does the
same thing. 

Another compression technology that’s making

itself felt in the HD world is Div-X, which also

has an HD format, and has very high

compression rates. 

NOT JUST IN THE HOME 

PRN (Premier Retail Networks) is (according to

them) the most watched HDTV network in the

country, with over 60M monthly viewers

(Survey – Nielsen). The use of HDTV as a visual

medium in the retail environment greatly

enhances the visual experience of the potential

buyer.From being a simple purveyor of sales

messages, the in-store HDTV becomes an

entertainment center, enticing the customer to

stay longer, and to perceive shopping as an

even more enjoyable experience. At trade

shows, the use of larger HDTV screens is also

now becoming a major differentiator for those

taking the extra step of using HD instead of

standard definition screens. 

OVERVIEW

ACCORDING TO THE NAB
AT TIME OF WRITING,
MORE THAN 1200
STATIONS NOW OFFER
DIGITAL BROADCASTS IN
THE US, COVERING
AROUND 99.7% OF
HOUSEHOLDS. BY THE
SAME TOKEN, 84-
MILLION HOUSEHOLDS
HAVE CABLE OR SATELLITE
SERVICES OFFERING HD
(HIGH DEFINITION)
PROGRAMS. MORE THAN
20 CABLE, SATELLITE
AND BROADCAST
CHANNELS OFFER HD
PROGRAMMING, AND
MORE THAN 700 HOURS
OF HD PROGRAMMING
ARE AVAILABLE PER WEEK
ON CABLE. ©
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DO I NEED ONE? 

As we’ve seen over the Christmas period,
HDTVs have become a “must have” item,
offering picture quality many times that of plain
old analog TV. On the other hand, in some
areas, sources of HDTV broadcasts are still
very limited, so you have to take that into
account. That being said, as a TV will no doubt
last you a number of years, you’ll be kicking
yourself in 2007, when all broadcasters will be
required at least to be able to broadcast in
HDTV.

WHY BUY AN HDTV? 

Buying an HDTV is very much a lifestyle choice.
People who are highly “entertainment”
oriented (movies, DVDs, video games) have
been among the first to buy HDTVs. It may also
be a family decision, as it may come down to
a choice between an HDTV and this year’s
summer vacation! Many people are also
tending towards “cocooning”, creating the
“movie experience” at home, with longer-term
cash saving also being perceived from this.
Also, people replacing their old TVs don’t want
to be seen as buying “old” technology.

WHAT’S HDTV?

Plain Old North American analog television
based on the National Television System
Committee (NTSC) standard is transmitted at
525 lines (480 usable), and digital

transmission can be done at the same
resolution. In the United States, there are
currently two primary HDTV standards. The
“720p” system, which is also called the “ABC
system”, because the ABC network was the
prime mover behind it, uses a 720 line, 60 Hz
progressively scanned signal. The other system
is called 1080i. HDTV programs are broadcast
in 16:9 (wide screen) aspect ratio.

WHAT DO THE “I” AND “P”
STAND-FOR IN 720P AND
1080I? 

The “i” stands for interlaced, which means half
of the lines are drawn in one 1/60th-of-a-
second pass, then the other half of the lines are
drawn in another 1/60th-of-a-second pass, to
draw the “full” picture every 1/30th of a
second. The “p” stands for progressive,
meaning lines of information are sent to the
display in sequential order to create the
picture. 

WHICH IS BETTER?

1080i (1920 X 1080) delivers 2 million pixels
30 times per second, while 720p (1280 x 720)
delivers 1 million pixels 60 times a second.
Some think that 720 progressive has better
compression. Others say it’s more important to
have more pixels. What’s clear for now is that
both systems will coexist. In any case, both
systems are compatible with almost all HD set-
top boxes and HD satellite receivers. 

CHOOSING A TV OR MONITOR

There are four main types of technology
available: plain old CRT, projection TV, Plasma
and Liquid Crystal Display. Projection TV is
very popular because it offers the best value for
your money in terms of screen size. This being
said, PDP and LCD offer average picture
quality with the advantage of thinness. For
greater than 50-inch platforms, the industry
considers projection TV to be the first choice for
image quality and value per screen inch. 

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN HDTV AND DTV?

DTV refers to Digital TV, while HDTV refers to
High Definition TV. The onset of digital
broadcasting and digital media in general is
basically what has enabled High Definition TV
to become within reach in the USA. HDTV has
existed for years in Japan in analog form, but
failed to catch on either in Europe or the USA
due to cost and infrastructure issues. So to be
clear, all HDTV programs today in the US are
digital, but not all digital programs are HDTV.

WIDESCREEN

HDTV programming is in 16:9 format, rather
than the traditional 4:3 format of standard TV.
This being said, the simple fact that a picture is
16:9 (wide screen) does not mean it’s HDTV.
HD concerns only high definition 720p and
1080i/p pictures. 
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BUYING AN HD TV

IN THIS SECTION, WE ADDRESS MANY OF THE QUESTIONS AND

ISSUES THAT HAVE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT WHEN BUYING AN

HDTV. SOME OTHER STUFF, SUCH AS WEIRD TERMINOLOGY AND

SO-ON, CAN ALSO BE FOUND IN THE GLOSSARY SECTION… 
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A major issue that many people ignore is the interface, or

how you connect a source to your HDTV. We asked a real

expert, the President of Gefen, Mr Hagai Gefen, to explain: 

Basically, today's HDTVs and source components, such as satellite set-top boxes,

TiVo and HD DVD players, are manufactured with one of several digital

interfaces to connect to each other. Current consumer equipment favors HDMI

(high definition multimedia interface) while computer systems and displays favor

DVI (digital visual interface). 

Legacy video equipment uses analog component video interfaces such as VGA.

DVI transmits high definition digital video; HDMI transmits high definition digital

video plus multi-channel digital audio; and component transmits analog video

plus analog stereo audio. Each of these interfaces is different from the other in

shape, size and capability, and cannot connect to each other without a cable

converter or adapter. In some cases it is an easy adaptation, in others it is more

challenging. A HDMI source can be connected to a DVI display, for example,

with a simple cable adapter but since DVI only transmits video, the audio is lost.

Connecting a DVI source to a HDMI display is easier as both transmit the digital

video resolutions and audio is not part of the

equation. Connecting a component source to a

DVI display requires an analog to digital

conversion that maintains video precision, taking

into consideration the display's capabilities. If the connection stays in analog it

is still HD, but without the benefits of the digital interface that eliminates the

analog to digital and digital to analog conversion. The analog path also restricts

the resolution to a lower one than the digital connection offers.HDMI offers

many benefits. It supports uncompressed high definition video plus multi-

channel audio in a single cable using a smaller connector than DVI. It transmits

uncompressed digital video that maintains a high quality of color, brightness

and contrast. It can be controlled with a universal remote, and supports bi-

directional communication between devices, allowing the HDTV signal to

communicate its preferred audio/video formats to the HDTV source and vice

versa, so the HDTV digital system can make intelligent decisions on rendering

images in the format designated by the original content providers.  For more

info: www.gefen.com. 

Getting the
Picture in
HDTV 

HDTV “READY”

When you see TVs that are labeled “HDTV
Ready”, this essentially means buying the TV
alone won't bring you HDTV pictures. You will
also need to obtain a digital set-top box.
Similar to a cable box, this is a tuner that
receives the broadcast in digital form and feeds
it to your TV. A fully integrated HDTV (with an
HD tuner inside) will cost more than an “HDTV
ready” unit. If you’re only planning to watch
high definition video material from a source
other than broadcast, you won’t need the set-
top box, so you may be best off buying an HD
Ready set. On the other hand if your prime
reason for purchasing an HDTV is to watch
broadcast TV, it’s best to buy a set with the HD
electronics built-in. 

HDTV “COMPATIBLE”

A TV set that can receive a digital, HDTV-
quality signal but cannot display it in a true
HDTV resolution is HDTV compatible. Some
HDTV-compatible sets receive the HDTV signal
and convert it to 480p (enhanced definition
TV). Some sets capable of displaying 720p or
1,080i may have a only a 4:3 (standard)
aspect ratio, and thus cannot display a
widescreen picture at full resolution. 

HD SET-TOP BOXES 

The HDTV television set-top box or receiver is
generally referred to by cable companies as an
HD Digital terminal or HD set top box. It’s
important to note that a regular digital terminal
will allow you to receive digital signals but will
not allow you to receive HDTV signals. Be
careful to make sure that your HD set-top box
has all the necessary cross conversions your TV
needs. For example, if the TV accepts only
1080i and 480p, and the box delivers 720p,
you won't be able to watch those programs!
Other times, the box may be able to handle live
video, like newscasts, but not movies.
Technically, live video (1080i) has 30 frames
per second in broadcast mode, while movies
have 24 frames per second, but the set top box
always sends (approx.) 30 frames per second
to the TV.

HD PROGRAMMING

The main requirement in receiving HD
programming is having an HDTV program to
watch! The fact that you are watching an HDTV
channel does not nemcessarily mean you are
watching true HDTV programming. Much of
the programming on the HDTV channels may

just be regular standard definition
programming that has been up-converted to
HDTV. What this means is that the program has
been “digitally enhanced”, using a computer,
in order to be rebroadcast in HDTV. 
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As the industry’s first and only provider of Gen
II liquid-crystal-on-silicon (LCoS™) technology
(See Technology section – LCOS), Brillian is
introducing the second in its family of Gen II
LCoS™-based systems, the six-megapixel
1080p HDTV/monitor. 

Offering OEMs and retailers the ultimate in
superb, high-resolution image quality and
performance, the six-megapixel light engine
projects the highest contrast and brightest
images available today in an LCOS rear-
projection TV. What’s more, the technology’s
inherently high pixel fill factor, continuous gray
levels, and extraordinary black-level
performance create the industry’s most
stunningly realistic images. 

“By managing the entire image delivery
system, we can ensure that each component in
our HDTVs is optimized for our Gen II LCoS™
technology and that no compromises are made
in delivering the absolute best possible on-
screen image,” said Vincent F. Sollitto, Brillian’s
president and CEO. “This gives our OEM
customers a decided advantage in a market
where image quality is critical.”

TECHNOLOGY
DIFFERENTIATION

The Brillian 1080p light engine uses three two-
megapixel UltraContrast Gen II LCoS™
microdisplays that meet the 1920 x 1080

HDTV standard format. Each of the 1920 by
1080 pixel microdisplays in the three-panel
light engine is dedicated to a single color – red,
green, or blue – resulting in a true six-
megapixel projected image. The red, green,
and blue light is channeled, integrated, and
then projected creating a totally rainbow-
artifact-free image. The light engine is solid
state eliminating the need for motorized color
wheels or spinning prisms. The exceedingly fast
response time of UltraContrast Gen II LCoS™
ensures that even the fastest sequences are
projected without annoying blurring or tearing
artifacts. What’s more, the unsurpassed image
quality is achieved by eliminating the “screen
door” effect that characterizes plasma, direct-
view LCD, and
projection LCD TVs.

HDTV PRODUCT
STRATEGY

Brillian markets its 720p
and 1080p HDTV
monitors to OEMs,
retailers, and ProAV/
Home Theatre customers.
The 1080p is aimed at
the true videophile and
is designed to be
customizable and upgradeable
to meet the demands of the
most discriminating viewer –
now and in the future. 

The system electronics include a customizable
and upgradeable software platform, state-of-
the-art video processing electronics, extensive
RS-232 control features, and an expansive
selection of screen layout modes. For example,
the screen layout feature can be tailored to
control some or all thirteen inputs (DVI (1),
VGA (1), HD-Component (2), SD-Component
(1), RF-Tuners (2), S-video (3), and Composite
(3)). In addition, the set can accommodate an
over-the-air ATSC digital tuner via a flexible,
add-on expansion port. 

Brillian is a registered trademark and LCoS is a
trademark of Brillian Corporation.

> LCOS 1080P 
REAR-PROJECTION TV
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USING ULTRACONTRAST GEN II LCOS™ TECHNOLOGY, BRILLIAN UNVEILS ITS
SIX-MEGAPIXEL 1080P HDTV

HIGH-DEFINITION RPTV
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RECORDING HD

> HIGH DEFINITION
RECORDING FORMATS

BLU-RAY OR HD DVD?

An "information battle" is raging between the
companies supporting the high-density digital
videodisk (HD DVD) and the Blu-ray Disk
group as they jostle for a position in the HDTV
recorder market. 

As an increasing number of HDTVs are sold,
the market for High Definition recorders is
becoming increasingly pressing, as standard
DVDs can’t support HD (unless they’re DivX –
but that’s a whole other story). 

What is at stake is the fact that the US film
industry and other major content providers will
have to select a medium to be used to package
HDTV releases.

One of the main criteria cited by Hollywood
pundits is that manufacturing costs should be
on a par with DVD-ROM. For both Blu-ray and
HD DVD backers, this is therefore the top
priority. 

For the moment, it looks like the price of the two
formats will be somewhat on a par, however
market trends will no doubt be the governing
factor as production costs are directly related to
volume. 

BATTLE OF THE TITANS

Memory Tech, Toshiba, along with NEC and
Sanyo Electric are promoting HD DVD,
while the likes of Dell, Hitachi, HP, JVC, LG,
Mitsubishi, Panasonic, Pioneer, Philips,
Samsung, Sharp, Sony, TDK and Thomson
are backing Blu-ray.  Blu-ray recorders from
Sony, Panasonic and a number of other

manufacturers are already available in Japan.

In any case, movie titles and players based on
Blu-ray may not arrive in large quantities (and
at reasonable prices) until the end of next year
or early 2006 in the US. Both formats, HD DVD
and Blu-ray, use a blue laser rather then a red
laser to record discs. 

The problem is that while the two formats use
blue lasers, they are not compatible. 

HOW DO THEY WORK?

Blu-ray discs are capable of storing about
27GB of data compared to 4.7GB for standard
DVD media. 

This is made possible because blue lasers have
a shorter wavelength than red ones. This
means the focus of the laser has even greater
precision, thus allowing more data to be
packed into less space.

A single-layer Blu-ray Disc can be used to
record over 2 hours of HDTV or more than 13
hours of standard-definition TV. 

HD-DVD was developed under the auspices of
the DVD Forum and draws heavily on
technology from both Toshiba and NEC.
Double-sided HD-DVDs will also be able to
store around 30 GB. 

HD on Standard DVD
DivX® High
Definition (HD) video
FITTING HD MOVIES ON DVDs

In previous pages we’ve heard much to the
contrary, but in fact, yes, DivX compression is
efficient enough that a full length
(approximately 90 minutes) DivX HD movie, its
standard definition version, multiple audio
tracks and bonus features will all fit on a single
DVD-9. 

HOW IT WORKS…

HD video is converted to DivX HD using the
DivX codec’s custom encoding profiles. 
The advantage of DivX HD is that the files are
around five times smaller than broadcast HD
files. This size enables DivX HD files to be
distributed and played on red-laser DVD using
current technology. DivX HD files can also be
secured with DivX DRM, distributed online,
copied to DVD and played on consumers’
HDTVs using DivX Certified HD DVD players.
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HOW DOES THE VISUAL
QUALITY OF DIVX HD COMPARE
TO REGULAR HD?

According to officials from DivX, their HD video
quality rivals and even surpasses the quality of
broadcast HD, and is within 5 percent of the
original uncompressed source. 

THE FIRST DIVX HD PLAYER

The first HD DVD player, the AVeLLink Player 2
from I-O Data, recently achieved DivX Certified
status under the HD profile. Other products are
in the certification process. 

HD CONTENT

DivXNetworks is working with several content
providers to bring the HD experience to
consumers’ living rooms. A number of
independent content providers are therefore
leaping on this opportunity to showcase their 
content in DivX HD. Today, several movie
trailers from Universal Pictures and
DreamWorks SKG have been released in DivX
HD and are available for download at
DivX.com.

HOW DOES THE COMPRESSION
WORK?

DivX compression delivers 720p HD resolution
video at 4Mbps.This means a full-length
(approximately 90 minute) DivX HD movie can
fit on one DVD. 
DivX video is capable of supporting any
resolution, including 1080i and 1080p.

Because of current hardware capabilities and
display technology, 720p is the most efficient
and prevalent HD format. 

DivX HD devices that support 1080p and
beyond will be available in the near future.

STORING HD CONTENT IN
YOUR COMPUTER 

While you can watch DivX HD video on your
PC with the DivX Player, there is, of course, also
the Microsoft solution which is generally
associated with Media Center home
entertainment systems. 

Indeed, you can get high definition video today
on a high-definition capable Windows
XP–based computer, and by simply connecting
your computer to a high definition display, you
can be watching movies in HD quality. 

Today, a number of movie studios are
distributing Windows Media High Definition
Video (WMV HD) movies on companion DVD-
ROMs that are packaged along with the
standard definition DVD-ROMs. 

To take advantage of
WMV HD, you may
have to upgrade your
computer to a system
capable of playing back
high definition video. 
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T E C H N O L O G I E S , I N C .

For more information about attending, presenting or exhibiting,
contact: Chris Chinnock, chris@insightmedia.info.

www.project ionsummit.com

Projection Summit is organized by Insight Media (www.insightmedia.info) and McLaughlin Consulting Group (www.mcgweb.com).

June 6-7 in Las Vegas, 
preceding InfoComm

Projection Summit is an executive-level gathering 
of the industries top movers and shakers. 

The interactive conference includes presentations, 
question and answers sessions and an exhibition.

3M Precision Optics, Inc.

Activelight

Analog Devices, Inc.

AV Magazine

Barco Events

Barco Simulation

Bose

Brillian Corporation

Christie Digital

Clarity Visual Systems

Data Projections

Decision Tree Consulting

downstream.com

Electrograph Systems, Inc.

Electro-Media Design, Ltd.

FogScreen

Gennum Corporation

Genoa Color Technologies

Hewlett-Packard

ICIA 

IDC

InFocus

Insight Media

Intel

iSuppli

JDS Uniphase

Jenmar Visual Systems

McLaughlin Consulting

NEC

Omnivex Corporation

Optoma

Philips Lighting

Pioneer Electronics

Pixelworks, Inc.

Professional Media Group

Quixel Research, LLC

Samsung Electronics

Screen Technology Limited

Seiko Epson Corp

Silicon Optix

Smart Technologies

Sony Electronics

Spinoza 

SPL Integrated Solutions

Techno Systems Research

Texas Instruments

TFCInfo Corp 

Thomas Gregor Associates

Ushio 

Visalia Schools

Wavien, Inc.

Presenting Companies & Market Research Firms

What do all the 
industry’s analysts think 

of the professional 
display industry?

How will changes in 
projection supply chain 

impact the competitiveness 
of these displays?

How will changes in
display technologies 

drive the professional 
display market?

How will the
consumer market

affect the
Pro AV market?

The Answers at



THE EVOLUTION OF THE VISUAL
DISPLAY MARKET

48>The Roadmap - DisplaySearch  52>Microdisplay-based
RPTV may dominate 46” TV sales
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> THE ROADMAP

THE MARKET 

Ross YOUNG
CEO

DisplaySearch
United States Headquarters
1301 S. Capital of Texas Highway Ste. B125
Austin, Texas 78746
Main Phone: 512-459-3126
Fax: 512-459-3127 
info@displaysearch.com

ROSS YOUNG : CEO Ross Young is the founder and President and
CEO of DisplaySearch. Prior to founding DisplaySearch, he served in
senior marketing positions at OWL Displays, Brooks Automation, Fusion
Semiconductor and GCA in the driver IC, flat panel automation, etch
and strip and lithography markets respectively. He also consulted to
SEMATECH and numerous semiconductor and flat panel-related
manufacturers prior to founding DisplaySearch. He authored a book on
U.S.-Japan high tech competition entitled Silicon Sumo: U.S.-Japan
Competition and Industrial Policy in the Semiconductor Equipment
Industry, published by the University of Texas, which offered a unique
perspective on U.S.-Japan competition. Ross has been an invited
speaker at over 20 conferences including a keynote speaker at
conferences worldwide. Ross Young can be reached at
ross@displaysearch.com. 

DISPLAYSEARCH DisplaySearch is the worldwide leader in market
research and consulting for the flat panel display (FPD) industries. 
For information: www.displaysearch.com

INTERVIEW

What’s the roadmap for new
display solutions like Plasma,
LCD TV and micro-display
RPTV? What’s happening with
DTV and HDTV? 

A research organization that has been
specializing in this field for some years, and
that’s recognized within the industry as a prime
source for market forecasts is DISPLAYSEARCH. 
In these pages, Ross Young, CEO and President
of DisplaySearch, gives us a succinct, clear
vision of the present and future of the
business…  
Cleverdis: Tell us about the roadmap for the
transfer from analog to digital TV in the USA.

Ross Young: A law was passed in 1997
which said that analog channels would all be
shut down when 85% of homes could receive a
digital broadcast. That 85% is a soft number
though, because I believe it took about 35 or
40 years for 85% of American homes to have
color! So the FCC is now trying to make a hard
deadline around 2009. One idea of
accelerating that 85% number is by calling
anyone who receives cable or satellite a
“digital subscriber” not taking account of the
signals they receive. Recently, President Bush
also created an advisory committee, through
the commerce department, to try to have the
change-over happen by the end of 2006. So
the government is trying to make it happen

even faster. I believe a law will be passed in
2005 creating a hard deadline.The
government has issued a number of ways to try
to accelerate DTV adoption. One was with the
Cable Card, where you can eliminate the set-
top box and just plug the cable directly into
your TV to get HD or digital television.They’ve
also created a mandatory tuner requirement
and both of these moves have confused people.
Sets with the integrated tuner are more
expensive and are not selling as well, thus
creating a shortage and very strong demand
for sets without the integrated tuner.
So rather than phasing it in like they’ve been
doing, giving an advantage to the late
adopters of the technology, they’re now going
to try to shorten the phase-in approach. 
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Cl.: The second part of the digital revolution
that’s happening at the moment is the onset of
HDTV. Is the fact that there’s not one agreed
standard for HDTV a problem? 

RY: I think for the consumers that are really
trying to understand the situation, it’s easy to
get confused…

Cl.: … But do you feel it’s also easy to be
misled? With HDTV Ready, HDTV Compatible,
ED, 720p, 1080i, 1080p … We’ve checked in
the shops, and MOST sales people don’t even
understand themselves...

RY: Yes I agree with that. It is confusing… The
fact is, we have a standard of 1280 x 720, but
we see lots of progressive TVs that are higher
than standard definition but not equivalent to
that standard. We have the 1024 by 768 for
42” plasmas which they call HD, but it’s clearly
not 1280 x 720. It’s about 15% fewer pixels.
Then we have LCDs at 1280 x 768 and 1366
x 768. So you’re right.There hasn’t been a lot
of compatibility to that standard in the flat
panel world. Certainly in the rear projection
world, most are compatible with that standard,
and in CRTs they’re compatible to the 1080i
standard. 
But the flat panel industry is one that has not had
a lot of standards and there are so many different
products. Even with notebooks, you see the
leaders not agreeing, with Samsung 

standardizing 14.0”
wide and LG. Philips
LCD trying to
standardize 14.1” wide.
They can’t even agree on
a tenth of an inch. 

Cl.: While we’re
seeing a major swing
to LCD and Plasma, at
this year’s CES show, at
least two “thin form
factor” CRTs have been
shown and even
awarded innovation
prizes. Where is CRT
headed? 

RY: I think the thin CRTs, which are
still 16” in depth, are going to help
the CRT cause and create a smaller
premium that people are willing to
pay for a flat panel because they’re
going to be able to buy a thin CRT.
It’s going to make it more difficult
for the flat panel industry to gain
adoption and it will be better for
the consumer because it’s going
to narrow the price premium people will be
willing to pay. But I don’t think thin CRTs will be
able to sell for much more than a conventional
CRT. People won’t
be willing to pay
that much more. 

Cl.: Interestingly,
DisplaySearch has
forecast an increase
in the “average”
street prices of TVs
over the next few
years. Could you
explain this? 

RY: We believe
people want larger
TVs and the reason
they haven’t bought
them is because of
the depth of rear
projection CRTs. 

But now that we have very thin Rear Projection
TVs thanks to LCD and DLP technologies, as
well as plasma and direct view LCDs, that don’t
consume nearly as much space, people will be
willing to buy these TVs. These larger TVs cost
more, and this will result in an increase in the
weighted average selling price of TVs. We’ve
seen the same thing in desktop monitors, with
flat panel monitors becoming more popular,
and due to the fact they’re more expensive, this
has increased the weighted average price. 

Cl.: DisplaySearch has been known over past
years as the authority on LCD panel supply
research. 
Tell me how the LCD market is progressing and
how this is affecting the overall market for
Digital and HDTV.

RY: The LCD manufacturers,
during the last shortage, felt like
they could go after the TV
market and could have a lot of
success there. They were very
profitable during the last
shortage, with companies
generating 30% margins. So
they invested their profits into

larger fabs optimized for TVs. 
The goal was to take a lot of share in the TV
market. 
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“The
government has

issued a
number of ways

to try to
accelerate DTV

adoption.“  

Average TV Diagonal 
•All technologies expected to see gains in average diagonal. Key drivers are FPDs
and wide aspect ratio. Average TV diagonal to rise over 6” from 2003 to 2008.
LCD TVs to grow by 10”

TV Technology Unit Share
• CRT and CRT RPTVs to decline with all other technologies to enjoy impressive

growth.

- 3 %

63%

67%

-21%

74%

25%

4%
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They felt like there was a very good opportunity
because plasma technology was still struggling,
there was a lot of concern with burn-in, micro-
display rear projection was still in its infancy
and wasn’t very successful… so the LCD guys
announced they’d make a big push into the
market. But what we’ve seen is that plasma has
made very significant gains, both technically as
well as in cost, and rear projection has also
become very popular in North America. So we
now have a situation where there’s a very
competitive market for large size advanced TVs
and LCDs are now trying to get into this space.
With price points already below $2,000 for
plasma at 42” this is creating a very difficult
challenge for the LCD industry,
who are basically the
newcomers. Nevertheless,
they’ve been relatively successful
so far, with shipments doubling
year on year to around 8-million
units this year, but they are not
growing as fast as they’d hoped.
In 2003, we’d asked all the
panel makers what their
forecasts were for 2004. We added them up
and it came to around 15 or 16 million units.
So they’re finding it a little more difficult than
they originally thought and we think that’s
primarily due to the fact of how fast Plasma
prices are coming down and the technology is

improving. We think
Plasma is going to
continue to be a major
thorn in the side of the
LCD industry because
the consumer doesn’t
understand the
difference and they
don’t understand why
they should pay more
for an LCD when they
can get a larger
plasma for less. It’s
hard to sell a 37” LCD
for more than a 42”

plasma
if the

consumer is not well aware of the
advantages of LCD. Due to this
increased market pressure, we
are seeing some of the LCD
manufacturers taking a step back

and delaying the construction of new factories,
and recognizing that they first need to develop
the market before building new fabs.

Cl.: This being said, in your growth forecasts for
the different technologies, you’re still pitching

LCD as having the
biggest growth. 

RY: Yes, that’s because
it’s applicable across
the widest range of
sizes. If you look at
overall unit growth, it’s
going into the sweet
spot markets of 20-30
inches, while plasma is
primarily 42 inches
and larger and rear
projection is in the
same situation. The
CRT replacement can
be very dramatic
below 30 inches and
so we would expect

LCDs to get the biggest volume, but we probably
won’t see them dominate the large TV market of
40 inches and larger. 
We believe however that when 1080p LCDs are
available at similar prices to plasma, consumers
will be much more interested in LCD, the numbers
will jump and it will take market share away from
plasma.

But until then, with plasma offering a very
reasonable picture, and most people satisfied
with SD content in the current generation of
DVDs that LCDs will struggle if they try to get too
much of a price premium at the very large sizes. 

Cl.: But with the onset of HD, it is easier to
produce HD LCD than HD plasma…

RY: Right. There is very little cost penalty for
producing higher resolution LCDs relative to
plasma. With plasma, when you try to narrow
the pixel pitch and increase the resolution, you
suffer from yield loss and reductions in
efficiency which reduce brightness and
increase the electronics costs as well as
depreciation cost because of the lower yield.
So there are a lot more problems in introducing
very high resolution in plasma. That’s why most
people believe LCDs will dominate in the high
definition world. And we don’t think we’ll see
1080p plasma below 60 inches for a number
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“We think
Plasma is going

to continue to
be a major

thorn in the side
of the LCD
industry“ 

LCD TV Shipments/Penetration By Size

Shipments Penetration

PDP TV Shipments/Penetration By Size

Shipments Penetration
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of years, if ever, while certainly we can already
see 1080p LCDs in notebook size.

Cl.: Speaking of HDTV, this will also benefit
micro-projection TVs… 

RY: That’s correct, because of their price
points, it’s possible to buy a 50 inch HD
capable TV for $2000. But as plasma prices
fall below micro-display rear projection, we
think a lot of people are adopting the lower
resolution plasma at the expense of the higher
resolution rear projection TV. So that doesn’t
really help the HD transition. People really
want a thin, flat, large, cheap TV, and plasma
at enhanced definition is able to serve that
need today. 

Cl.: What’s driving this? 
Is it the “cool factor”? It’s been proven that most
people don’t hang plasma screens on the wall;
they put them on a bench or a table. What
drives people to buy plasma when you could
probably put a “new tech” RPTV on the same
table??? 

RY: I think it is the “cool factor”. It’s something
to show off to your friends. In terms of
performance, it’s certainly good enough for
standard definition and probably the best
solution for DVDs today, because the plasma

ED resolution is the
closest resolution to
today’s DVDs. ED
resolution is 852 x
480 and today’s
DVDs are at 720 x
480, so there’s a lot
less scaling there
than when you scale
an HD set down to
DVD resolution.
Some people may
buy HD sets and take
them home to watch
standard definition
TV content. If they
don’t have a good
scaling solution, they
may be disappointed
with the performance,

and with plasma that’s not
such a problem. So as long as
most of the content is in
standard definition and most
people watch standard
definition DVDs, plasma is a
great solution. But if HD is
really what you want, then
plasma is probably not the
best solution. 

Cl.: What do you forecast for the future of HD
recording? 

RY: That’s a tough one.
The recent decisions by
studios have seen them
endorsing the HD DVD
standard versus Blu-Ray.
The studios could still
endorse Blu-Ray, but one
would expect that they’ll
only endorse one of these
standards. 
That’s the lowest cost
approach and it offers
more than enough
capacity at 30 GB to meet
all their requirements. This
will really drive the LCD

market, as they’re the best solution for offering
1080p. 

Cl.: Why don’t they go for a solution like DivX
HD? 

RY: I’m not an expert on DivX, but I think
people will prefer to go for a native 1080p
signal to run on their 1080p set. 

Cl.: So what, in a nutshell, is your outlook for
the near to mid future? 

RY: As more and more people are exposed to
HD, they will feel like they have to have it. They
will really push for more content and I think
people will become addicted to it. The
performance is amazing, especially for sports,
it really makes an enormous difference. 
I think that’s why we’ve been starting to see a

big push towards HD DVDs. In the
last weeks, three studios have
announced that they’re going to
push for HD DVD titles by next
Christmas. This is because 20% of
American homes have HD and
they want the content. When that
happens, and we see more titles at
1080p and more content becomes
available, it will really accelerate
further HDTV adoption, because

it’s going to be another leap relative to where
we are today with 720p. 
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RPTV Technology Forecast

• MD-RPTVs rapidly gaining share as the price gap with CRT RPTVs narrow
and HD content becomes widespread. 

RPTV Shipments/Penetration By Size

Shipments Penetration

“...most people
believe LCDs

will dominate in
the high

definition
world...“
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> MICRODISPLAY-BASED RPTV
MAY DOMINATE 46” TV SALES

MARKET ANALYSIS

With LCD, plasma and projection technologies
all vying for dominance in the rapidly
changing TV market, which technologies will
win?  How will the market segment for these
technologies?  Will consumers buy all the new
TVs?  These and many more questions are
exactly what TV makers, retailers and buyers
want to know.  A new report from McLaughlin
Consulting Group, in partnership with Insight
Media, seeks to answer these and other
questions.

LCD and plasma TV have captured consumer
awareness already, but the newest technology
to arrive in home entertainment is the
microdisplay-based rear-projection television.
Based on either liquid crystal or micromirror
technology, these TVs offer bright, high-
definition images at half the price of plasma
TV.  And this new technology scales to larger
sizes very inexpensively – much cheaper than

plasma or direct-view LCD
TV.

And the opportunity for
future sales is significant,
according to a new study
called “Home
E n t e r t a i n m e n t :
Opportunity Analysis and
Forecast 2004.”  Sales of
microdisplay-based RPTVs
could reach as high as
22M units in 2008
depending on consumer
preference for larger

screens.  This would mean a 33% share of TVs
over 30” would go to microdisplay-based
RPTVs.  And microdisplay-based RPTVs would
dominate sales of TVs over 46”.

Right now the big unknown for big-screen TV is
whether consumers will prefer smaller, flatter
screen TVs such as plasma and LCD, or the
larger, thicker microdisplay-based RPTVs.
Plasma and LCD TVs are typically 30-46”
diagonal and only 4 inches thick.  For the same
money a consumer can buy a 46-66”
microdisplay-based (MD) RPTV, but it will be 7-
16 inches thick.  Will consumers want smaller,
sleek screens or bigger, bulkier screens, when
the prices are equal?

The Home Entertainment study evaluates both
scenarios.  In the “bigger is better” case, where
consumers prefer the bigger-screen MD-RPTVs,
sales reach 22M units.  In the “flatter is better”

case, where consumers prefer the flat-screen
LCD and plasma technologies, MD-RPTV still
sells 11M units, significantly higher than
previously forecasts.  MD-RPTV is interesting as
a technology because designs can be adjusted
to provide a flatter screen (more toward 7”) if
consumers really do prefer flatness.

“Consumer demand and the supply chain are
both creating the foundation for high growth in
MD-RPTV sales,” reports Steve Marsland,
principal researcher and author of the study.  

The Home Entertainment study is the first to pay
really close attention to TV sales over 40” in
diagonal.  And the study also segments the
big-screen market differently – based on
“technology battlegrounds.”  

Right now there are three established
technologies (direct-view CRT, rear-projection
CRT, and front projection) being challenged by
three new technologies (direct-view LCD,
plasma, and MD-RPTV).  So a total of six
technologies are battling for market share.  

But each technology is limited to a screen size
range based on its cost-competitiveness.  So
depending on the screen size, only certain
technologies can compete.  And in each screen
size range, an incumbent technology is being
challenged by new technologies.  

For example, in the 30-36” screen size, only
direct-view CRT and direct-view LCD are viable
competitors.   
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The established technology is direct-view CRT.
The challenger is direct-view LCD. 

The competitive landscape is very different in
the 36-46” screen size range.  Here direct-view
CRT is not competitive.  Plasma TV is the
established technology here, even though it is
quite new.  And plasma is being challenged by
LCD and MD-RPTV in this screen size segment.  

Above 46” the competitive landscape shifts
again.  This is because direct-view LCD TVs will
not be cost-competitive even in 2008 in these
large sizes.  The biggest new LCD fabs can only
economically produce LCD TVs up to about
46”.  Above 46” the established technologies
of rear-projection CRT and front projection are
being challenged by plasma and MD-RPTV.

The study evaluates each of five technology
battlegrounds – 30-36”, 36-46”, 46-56”, 56-
66”, and over 66”.  In each battleground the
market share is forecast for each competitive
technology for the two scenarios – “bigger is
better” and “flatter is better.”  Pricing by screen
size is forecast for all technologies.  
The study also evaluates the different
microdisplay technologies and forecasts their
market share, including the emerging LCOS
technology, which Sony is deploying for their
largest MD-RPTVs.  

Another key factor analyzed in the study is the

margins available to TV retailers on the new

technologies.  Margins on CRT-TVs, both direct-

view and rear-projection, are razor-thin.  

The new technologies offer significantly higher

margins to retailers early on.  This is a major

incentive for retailers to upsell consumers into

LCD, plasma or MD-RPTV.  

The Home Entertainment study, true to the

“opportunity analysis” part of the title, is

careful to outline key factors for success in sales

of MD-RPTVs.   Good execution by MD-RPTV

makers in marketing, pricing, and supply chain

management will determine the size of the

opportunity available to MD-RPTV.  The study

has recommendations and observations that

will provide the competitive edge to MD-RPTV

makers, while helping buyer and retails make

more informed decisions. 

This study is refreshing because of its new

approach and insightful conclusions.  It is also

easy to digest with plenty of graphics and

straightforward tables.  It includes an overview

of all TVs being sold today with profiles of key

branders and integrators highlighting their

product line strategy.  This study is a must read

for the home entertainment industry.  

Contact:

Steve Marsland, 650-588-7558,

stevemarsland@earthlink.net

Chris Chinnock, 203-831-8404,

chris@insightmedia.info
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BASIC LCD TECHNOLOGY

Liquid crystals are organic compounds
consisting of long rod-like molecules which, in
their natural state, arrange themselves with
their long axes roughly parallel. In their natural
state, LCD molecules are arranged in a loosely
ordered fashion with their long axes parallel.
However, when they come into contact with a
grooved surface in a fixed direction, they line
up in parallel along the grooves. The first
principle of an LCD consists of sandwiching
liquid crystals between two finely grooved
surfaces, where the grooves on one surface are
at 90 degrees to the grooves on the other. If the
molecules at one surface are aligned north to
south, and the molecules on the other are
aligned east to west, then those in-between are
forced into a twisted state of 90 degrees. Light
follows the alignment of the molecules, and
therefore is also twisted through 90 degrees as

it passes through the liquid crystals. When a
voltage is applied to the liquid crystal, the
molecules rearrange themselves vertically,
allowing light to pass through untwisted. A
typical twisted nematic (TN) liquid crystal
display consists of two polarising filters with
their lines arranged perpendicular (at 90
degrees) to each other, which blocks light
trying to pass through. In-between these
polarisers are the twisted liquid crystals. The
light is polarised by the first filter, twisted
through 90 degrees by the liquid crystals,
finally allowing it to completely pass through
the second polarising filter.However, when an
electrical voltage is applied across the liquid
crystal, the molecules realign vertically,
allowing the light to pass through untwisted but
to be blocked by the second polariser.
Consequently, no voltage equals light passing
through, while applied voltage equals no light
emerging at the other end. Light is generally

supplied from a fluorescent back-light with a
diffuser that distributes the light evenly across
the surface of the screen. 

TFT (Thin Film Transistor)
In the TFT display, the controlling transistors are
metallised directly onto each sub-pixel as so-
called “thin film transistors”. With direct control
at the sub-pixel, TFT displays are almost 10
times faster than the original STN models. 

VIEWING ANGLE 

IPS and S-IPS
Super IPS TFTs are based on IPS technology (In
Plane Switching) and greatly extend the
viewing angle in many directions. This is
because the rod-shaped crystals are aligned
parallel to one another in every operating
state, lying between identical horizontally
aligned polarisation filters. 

MVA (Multi-Domain Vertical
Alignment)
As with the S-IPS, MVA liquid crystals are
perpendicular to the polarisation filters when
de-energised and with increasing voltage tilt
over into a parallel position. 
There is less loss of brightness than with IPS.
MVA’s often has a higher maximum contrast,
but usually vary more with viewing angle.  

56 I New Visual Solutions •January 2005   www.cleverdis.com

TECHNO

WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO IT, A CUSTOMER SHOULD BUY A
TV BASED PRIMARILY ON WHETHER THEY LIKE THE PICTURE
AND THE LOOK AND FEATURES OF THE SET ITSELF. IT IS
HOWEVER IMPORTANT FOR YOU, WHETHER BUYING OR
SELLING LCD OR PLASMA SETS, TO HAVE A BASIC
UNDERSTANDING OF THE TECHNOLOGIES INVOLVED. 

> LCD & PLASMA
TECHNOLOGY
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Norm Horizontal Resolution 
x Vertical Resolution 

VGA 640 x 480

SVGA 800 x 600

XGA 1024 x 768

SXGA 1280 x 1024

Norm Horizontal Resolution 
x Vertical Resolution 

UXGA 1600 x 1200

HDTV 1920 x 1080

HDTV plus 1920 x 1200

QXGA 2048 x 1536
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LCD factories are evolving over time. Let’s look at
the difference between the different "generations"

of factories, and how this affects the quality and
price of panels: Three main factors are important to

take into account: 

TIME - Historically, there has been an average of about 2.5 years
or so between fab generations (allowing equipment makers time to
incorporate new technology).

SIZE - Glass substrate area is a major determining factor in terms
of size. However, one generation can include multiple substrate sizes
(i.e., Gen 5 includes 1000 x 1200, 1100 x 1250, and 1100 x
1300). A new Gen level usually doubles the substrate area from the
previous generation. 

TECHNOLOGY - A new fab must employ new technology that sub-
stantially speeds up turn-around-time (TAT). For example, the “one-
drop fill” technology, which we were the first in the world to employ
in a Gen 5 factory, has increased the speed of filling a large TFT cell
by around 100X vs older technology. In terms of how fab genera-
tions influence the price of panels, the main factor to consider is
glass usage efficiency – essentially, certain “mother glass” sizes (the
size of the big sheet that the panels are cut from) can produce cer-
tain panel sizes with less wastage. One good example of this is the
production of 32” LCD TV panels: whereas two 32” panels could be
produced from one substrate on most Gen 5 lines, meaning signifi-
cant glass wastage and slow output, Gen 6 can efficiently produce
eight 32” panels from one substrate. This reduced wastage can be
considered to “enable” mass production of 32” panels by making
production fast and cost efficient.

THE
EVOLUTION

OF LCD FABS 

They do however have two disadvantages. They

are traditionally more expensive than S-IPS and

are not able to display black as well as IPS cells. 

BASIC PLASMA TECHNOLOGY

As with other matrix display devices (e.g. LCD),

a PDP (Plasma Display Panel) is comprised of a

great number of cells, but in a PDP these area

filled with red, green and blue phosphor. A

voltage is applied between two transparent

electrodes on the front glass plate of the

display. The electrodes are separated by an

MgO dielectric layer and surrounded by a

mixture of neon and xenon gases. When the

voltage reaches the “firing level”, a Plasma

discharge occurs resulting in the emission of

ultra violet light. This UV light then excites the

phosphor material at the back of the cell and

emits visible light. Each cell has red, blue or

green phosphor material in 3 sub-pixels, which

combine to make up a pixel. The phosphors

are in fact of the same kind used in

conventional cathode ray tube (CRT) televisions

and standard computer monitor displays. The

intensity of each colour is controlled by varying

the number and width of voltage pulses

applied. 

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS 

Over the past few years, a counter current
against plasma technology has been founded
on factors such as “Burn In” and overall screen
life expectancy, not to mention power
consumption. We have been told by some
resellers that customers will occasionally shy
away from buying plasma, preferring TFT-LCD
as a flat screen technology for these reasons. It
is true that in a public display setting, where
screens are left on all day with static images,
plasma can have some major disadvantages.
However in a home setting, when using the
screen to watch TV or DVDs, plasma is now not
only satisfactory, but should last many years,
though with reduced clarity in rooms with the
light on. The main considerations to take into
account when helping buyers decide should
be: 
. Refresh rate (here, if possible, manufacturers
should give the response time for a pixel to go
from one level of grey to another level of grey
- much more indicative than white to black and
back again). LCD used to be a poor performer
in this area, however new S-IPS and MVA
screens are much more acceptable, and newer
over driving circuitry (ODC) seems to make it a
non-issue.
. Viewing angle (Here, what's important is to
avoid major colour shifts when changing the

viewing angle. For this, plasma and CRT are
great, however new TFT technologies like S-IPS
make LCD TVs equivalent.
. Electronics - While various LCD TV's have
precisely the same panels (from a vendor like
LG.Philips LCD, Samsung, etc.), the quality and
intelligent assembly of the electronics that
process the incoming signals are vital when it
comes to making a good picture.
. Definition - It is much easier to produce HDTV
screens using LCD than with plasma. See the
Glossary for correct explanations of HDTV and
Enhanced Definition (ED)-very important when
advising customers, as ED is not HD, and is
much lower resolution than many expect.
. Contrast - In a dark room, contrast is
generally similar between an LCD and a
plasma screen, although LCD has the
disadvantage that the backlight is always on,
and no matter how good a job the polarizers
do, some light always creeps through. By the
same token, the phosphors in a plasma screen,
just like in a standard TV, have a slight
"afterglow" effect meaning contrast is not
perfect either. In a room with almost any light,
LCD has a definite contrast advantage.
. Brightness - Plasma has better theoretical
peak brightness than LCD, while "average"
brightness (across the screen) is better with
LCD, and thus real images are usually brighter
on LCDs.
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DLP™ TECHNOLOGY USES AN OPTICAL SEMICONDUCTOR TO

MANIPULATE LIGHT DIGITALLY. IT ENABLES TELEVISIONS AND VIDEO

PROJECTORS TO CREATE AN ENTIRELY DIGITAL CONNECTION BETWEEN A

GRAPHIC OR VIDEO SOURCE AND THE SCREEN IN FRONT OF THE USER.

THE DMD CHIP  

At the heart of every DLP™ projection system
is an optical semiconductor known as the
Digital Micromirror Device, or DMD chip,
which was invented by Dr. Larry Hornbeck of
Texas Instruments in 1987.

The DMD chip is probably the world's most
sophisticated light switch. It contains a
rectangular array of up to 1.3 million hinge-
mounted microscopic mirrors; each of these
micromirrors measures less than one-fifth the
width of a human hair. 

When a DMD chip is coordinated with a
digital video or graphic signal, a light

source, and a projection lens, its mirrors can
reflect an all-digital image onto a screen or
other surface. The DMD and the
sophisticated electronics that surround it are
what we call Digital Light Processing™
technology. 
A DMD panel's micromirrors are mounted
on tiny hinges that enable them to tilt either
toward the light source in a DLP™ projection
system (ON) or away from it (OFF)- creating
a light or dark pixel on the projection
surface. Each mirror switches tilts (on and
off) up to several thousand times per second.
When a mirror is switched on more
frequently than off, it reflects a light gray
pixel; a mirror that's switched off more
frequently reflects a darker gray pixel. 

ADDING COLOUR

The white light generated by the lamp in a
DLP™ projection system passes through a
color wheel as it travels to the surface of the
DMD panel. The color wheel filters the light
into red, green, and blue, from which a
single-chip DLP™ projection system can
create at least 16.7 million colors. The on
and off states of each micromirror are
coordinated with these three basic building
blocks of color. For example, a mirror
responsible for projecting a purple pixel will
only reflect red and blue light to the
projection surface; our eyes then blend these
rapidly alternating flashes to see the
intended hue in a projected image. 
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> DLPTM TECHNOLOGY
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> LCOS

Just when we thought we’d gotten a grip on basic panel technologies, Canon and Toshiba throw a spanner in
the works with a brand new large screen technology that will be pitted directly against Plasma. 
Surface-conduction electron-emitter display, or SED, is purported to have the brightness and contrast of CRT
displays, but use two-thirds less power than plasma TVs and one third less than LCD TV. 

FIRST MODELS ROLL-OUT IN 2005
The first model to hit the streets will be a 54” TV, scheduled for release in September 2005.  First models will have 1080p (HDTV)
resolution. The very first product should be on show at CES Las Vegas in January 2005. While panels will be “high end”, prices
will also be “high end” to begin with. This new technology will not, in the first year of production, be licensed to other companies. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
The SED consists of a glass plate mounted with electron emitters and with pixels similar in number to those of a CRT electron gun.
Positioned next to it is another glass plate coated with a fluorescent substance. Between the two glass plates is a vacuum. The key
here is the extremely narrow slit (several nanometers wide) made from ultrafine-particle film. Application of voltage in this narrow
slit creates a tunnelling effect that causes the emission of electrons. Some of these electrons are accelerated by the voltage applied
between the glass plates and collide with the fluorescent-coated glass plate, causing light to be emitted. Since it is a spontaneous
light display similar to a CRT, it maintains levels of brightness and colour performance, as well as a wide angle of visibility, also
on a par with a CRT. Larger screens can also be produced by simply increasing the number of electron emitters in accordance with
the required number of pixels. Unlike CRTs, SEDs do not need electronic-beam deflection. As a result, it is now possible to create
wall-mounted large-screen TV displays that are only several centimetres thick.

LCOS stands for liquid crystal on silicon.

LCOS is similar to LCD, but consists of a liquid

crystal layer that sits on top of a pixelated,

highly reflective silicon substrate. Instead of

being between two layers of glass as in LCD,

the electronics to control the pixel is below the

silicon substrate. This silicon and glass

assembly is combined to create a panel

sandwich and is packaged for use in a

projection subsystem.

At the time of writing, LCOS microdisplays are

primarily manufactured in 1280 x 768 (720p)

configurations. By placing the wiring area and

switching elements under the silicon layer, there

is no black matrix area – so the image is almost

seamless. Pixels on LCOS panels can be made

smaller than is possible with other microdisplay

technologies (DLP and LCD), without

compromising picture quality. LCOS displays

easily can be scaled to 1080p resolution (1920
x 1080 pixels) and
beyond, while also
decreasing the size and
cost of the microdisplay
and other optical
components in
the light
engine. 

SONY ENTERS LCOS MARKET

Sony first announced plans for front projection
products using liquid crystal on silicon
projection TVs in 2003/2004. In Sept. 2004,
the company announced that HDTV products
would also be forthcoming in 1Q 2005. A 70-
inch LCOS-based 1080p rear-projection TV
will be Sony’s first LCOS product. It is priced at
$10,000 and will be the cornerstone of Sony’s
high-end HD strategy. 

LCOS-based systems are proliferating. JVC,
with its 70-inch product, is the first to achieve
LCOS RPTV production volumes of thousands
of units per month. Other players in the LCOS
industry include Aurora, Brillian, eLCOS,
Microdisplay Corp., Prokia, SMIC, Spatialight,
UMO, and others. Brillian, for example, is
offering 65-inch 720p and 1080p system
configurations based on its Gen II LCoS™
technology. 

NEW 

TECHNOLOGY: 
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Bruce
BERKOFF 

Executive Vice
President –
Marketing 

LG.Philips LCD 

20 Yoido-dong, Youngdungpo-gu Seoul,
South Korea. Phone Number, 011-82-2-
3777-0790

Bruce I. Berkoff is EVP of marketing for LG.Philips LCD, chartered with
promoting and positioning their display solutions worldwide. Prior to this Bruce
was general manager for the software and electronics business unit of Philips Flat
Display Systems. Bruce has held several senior marketing and management
positions with different leading Silicon valley technology companies, including
UMAX Computer Corporation, Radius, SuperMac Technologies and Ziff-Davis
Labs.  He holds a degree in physics from Princeton and an advanced degree in
biophysics from the University of California at Berkeley.

Headquartered in Seoul, South Korea, LG.Philips LCD is one of the world's
leading manufacturers of TFT-LCDs for PC monitor, notebook, and flat TV
applications. With a cutting-edge product portfolio, LG.Philips LCD is well-
positioned to address the quickly growing flat display field, especially the new
large and wide high definition LCD TV market. In anticipation of the strong
growth potential associated with this emerging market, the company has worked
hard to develop, in high volume, the LCD technology critical for high-resolution
digital broadcasting and wider and larger screen demand, enabling LG.Philips
LCD to emerge as one of today’s leading suppliers to the LCD TV industry. For
more information on the company and its leading-edge LCD solutions for the TV,
desktop monitor, notebook PC and other display-centric markets, please visit
www.lgphilips-lcd.com.
LG.Philips LCD makes Technology You Can See!

INTERVIEW

Cleverdis: Until not too long ago, color TFT-
LCD panels had fairly narrow viewing angles
and slow response times. More recently
though, we've seen new technologies being
used which enhance the image of TFT-LCD
screens, like LG.Philips LCD’s S-IPS technology,
which achieves a much better viewing angle,
less color-shift, and better response rates. Can
you explain what S-IPS is, and how it will
change people's buying patterns? 

Bruce Berkoff: S-IPS refers to Super In-Plane
Switching. It’s important for people trying to
understand why LCD TVs using this technology
have a better picture than those using older
technologies, so I’ll try to give you a basic run-
down of how the technology works. The kinds
of LCD that is used in TV sets works through the
changing of the polarization of light waves as
the light passes through the liquid-crystal
material, and then blocking the light

depending on the change in polarization.
Traditional LC materials – called TN materials –
change the polarization of the light by tilting
their molecules out of the plane of the display.
This mechanism is fine for laptop computers
that are normally viewed head on, but light that
passes through the display at larger angles is
changed in a different way from light that goes
straight through the display. This is what gives
rise to brightness, contrast, and color
distortions with off-angle viewing. S-IPS solves
these problems by using a switching mode that
keeps all of the molecules in the plane of the
display at all times, and does it in such a way
that light passing through the display at an
angle is not treated very differently than light
passing straight through the display. As a
result, brightness, contrast and color rendition
are much more constant with angle—the
display looks great regardless of where in the
room a viewer is sitting.

Cl.: You claim 12 Milliseconds Gray-to-Gray
Response Time or better. Why Gray-to-Gray,
and not just “response time”? And why is this
important? 

BB: While S-IPS dramatically improves
viewing angle and off-axis color fidelity, it does
not by itself cure the “smearing” of moving
images you see on a lot of LCD screens. 
LCD designers have worked hard for years to
bring the total response time of an LCD down
to below 16.67 milliseconds, which would
theoretically allow the LCD to faithfully follow
standard video signals (the time for 1 frame of
60 frames/second film). They first measured
the switching time from black to white to black
because that was the easiest thing to measure,
but it is not representative of the video content
most people watch. With some more research,
it became obvious that switching times from
one gray level to another are generally more

TECHNOLOGY GURU
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useful in predicting real front of screen image
quality and performance with real video
content. To minimize smearing, it is necessary
to get most gray-to-gray switching times down
below 16 milliseconds. Through a combination
of optimizing the liquid-crystal material and
designing a new electronic drive system based
on a proprietary ODC (Over Driving Circuit),
LG.Philips LCD engineers have succeeded in
reducing effective gray-to-gray switching times
to below 12 milliseconds. 
What this means is a well-designed LCD TV set
incorporating an S-IPS LCD panel with ODC
can display images with a wide-viewing angle,

no color shift and a fast response time with little
or no motion blur. 

Cl.: Who are the main customers of LG.Philips
LCD - in the monitor field and in TVs? Where
can we see your panels? 

BB: LG.Philips LCD’s customer base includes 7
of the world’s top 10 consumer electronics
brands for LCD TVs, ensuring that our industry
leading panels are being installed in sets that
employ the highest quality front-end
electronics. 
For our larger PC product portfolio, apart from

supplying displays to our major shareholders,
LG and Philips, LG.Philips LCD works with
many top brand notebook and monitor
manufacturers, including almost all of the
biggest names in the PC business, like Dell, HP,
IBM, Toshiba, Sony and Apple. 
Part of the reason behind our success has been
the fact that companies such as these have
always been able to rely on the superior quality
of our product, as well as our advanced
technology and manufacturing scale.  

Cl.: What differentiates your products in the
market? 

BB: Essentially, our manufacturing productivity
and customer intimacy sets us apart as a
company, while our technology and quality
offer real value propositions to our customers
via our product offerings. A good example of
technology is, as mentioned before, our Super-
IPS. When you go into a shop and compare a
flat TV using an LG.Philips LCD panel with one
using a competitor’s panel, you can often see
the difference in image quality right away. This
all comes from high manufacturing standards
that translate into high quality products at high
volumes. Our world’s first Gen 4 and Gen 5
lines helped enable the LCD monitor market,
and our recently opened world’s largest Gen 6
factory will enable cost effective 32W and
37W TVs on a large scale.

LG.Philips LCD is the only TFT-LCD supplier to have won the

DisplaySearch Customer Satisfaction Award for three consecutive years,

taking the prize home in the spring of 2002, 2003, and 2004. This award

recognizes the company’s achievements as a preferred TFT-LCD supplier. According

to Bruce Berkoff, EVP of Marketing at LG.Philips LCD, the company is committed to

maintaining the focus on customer and product excellence that the DisplaySearch

Customer Satisfaction Award recognizes.
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LCD VS PDP

> WHY LCD? 

On this page, we ask Bruce Berkoff,
Executive Vice-President of LG.Philips
LCD, to give his point of view on the
advantages… and disadvantages of
LCD vs. PDP.

Advantages of LCD

LCD has a number of major advantages with
regard to PDP displays. For a start, the LCD
market boasts better economies of scale lent by
the combined market size for LCD monitors,
notebooks, and TVs, altogether about 50~100
times larger today in terms of units than the
number of PDPs sold last year. This means that
LCD technology could develop more quickly
and prices could eventually become more
attractive than PDP, even for larger screen sizes
such as 42W at full HDTV resolution (1920 X
1080). In fact, LCD is already more cost
effective in the 20”~37” category, with 32”
and 37” HD LCD displays (1376 X 768)
already outselling their lower-resolution PDP
competition. As HDTV becomes increasingly
common, LCD will have even more of an
advantage, because it’s easier to attain higher
resolutions on an LCD than a PDP, particularly

full HD resolution (1920 X 1080),
which will be much more
important in the near future as HD
content becomes more
widespread. 
In contrast, most PDPs today are
actually lower resolution VGA or
enhanced definition (ED) models. 
In terms of form factor, LCDs are
often much lighter, meaning the
average person can easily carry
an LCD TV or monitor from one
room to another, depending on
the size. This is not the case with

most plasma products, as they are
almost all big and heavy. In this
day and age of environmental

consciousness, LCD also often has a potential
advantage over PDP due to its usually lower
power consumption, longer life span (>60,000
hours) and lower heat emission, which means
no fan is needed and an LCD could even help
save on air conditioning costs. Also, when
considering “real-life” performance, if you
want to use a TV or monitor in conditions with
ambient light, meaning a normal room in the
daytime or any room with even one light on in
the evening, LCD is far and away the best
choice. There’s higher “real-life” contrast, as
LCD displays are less affected by ambient light
than plasma displays—in normal living room
viewing conditions (ambient light at 100~300
“nits” or “lux”), an LCD rated at 500~1000:1
may attain a CR (contrast ratio) of 300~400:1,
while a PDP that is rated at 5000:1 or higher
may really achieve less than 100:1 in these
normal light conditions. In addition, in regular
lighting conditions, LCDs boast a lower
reflection ratio than PDPs. On a more technical
note, recent independent comparison testing
found that LCD also excelled over PDP in many
relevant specs such as actual peak brightness
and dynamic range (see Raymond Soneira,
‘Display Technology Shoot-Out,” Widescreen
Review, Sept 2004). Overall, LCD is the only

current technology well suited for large-scale
production of flat displays for HDTVs for the
37” and below class of products, and soon will
be the best for all true HD solutions at 42” and
below. 

Disadvantages of LCD 

LCD technology is currently not well suited for
large displays in the 55~60” and above class,
meaning that LCD and PDP should not be
considered to be in true direct competition with
each other, as each serves a relatively distinct
flat TV market by size, with LCD having more
sizes and higher resolutions and PDP being the
only true flat TV above 55” available today.
However, advances such as our copper bus
technology are now paving the way for better
large LCD displays, though this will help first
and foremost in  our 23”, 26”, 32”, 37”, 42”,
and 47” wide family of panels. Although LCD
has lower “lab” specs in certain theoretical
brightness and contrast measurements vs PDP,
these tests are usually done in darkroom
laboratory test conditions with one white spot
on a dark screen rather than in real-world
conditions or with real image content. In most
“jury” tests today, the majority of respondents
often judge LCD to outperform PDP in many
real-life conditions with actual video content. In
terms of response time, PDP is measured in
nanoseconds while LCD is measured in
milliseconds, meaning that LCDs do have
slower response time. However, technology
such as overdrive circuitry and scanning
backlights already allow LCD response time to
reach very acceptable levels of video
performance (and future improvements will
make this even less of an issue). In most cases,
with realistic images and content, this is
already not as big an issue as it is made to
seem by certain “specmanship” games, and,
again, we put our faith in real-world tests with
real-world content
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Stan OH
Vice President

STAN OH 
Stan Oh join ed LG Electronics in 1984. After progressing through various
management positions and in particular, in recognition of the brilliant success of
LGE’s OEM business when Oh worked in LGE’s U.S. operations, he was named as
Vice President of LG Electronics in 2000. Oh has been in charge of LGE’s brand and
OEM display business since 2001. Oh is recognised as an internationally leading
strategist and a visionary business leader in the OEM and corporate markets.

LG ELECTRONICS, INC. (CEO: S.S. Kim, 06657.KS) was established in 1958
asthe pioneer in the Korean consumer electronics market. The company is amajor
global force in electronics and information and communications
products with more than 64,000 employees working in 75 overseas subsidiaries
and marketing units around the world.  With annual total revenues of more
than US$29.9 billion (consolidated), LG Electronics comprises three main
business companies: Digital Display & Media, Digital Appliance and
Telecommunication Equipment & Handset. The LG Digital Display & Media
Company provides core technologies for cutting-edge digital products and is
a world leader in digital display products including plasma TVs, LCD TVs and
monitors, and digital high-definition televisions (HDTV). The Digital
Display & Media Company also provides digitally integrated products such as
AV systems, optical storage, set-top boxes and home servers and is focusing
on next-generation businesses such as home and mobile networks.
For more information, please visit www.lge.com
or contact: 
LG ELECTRONICS USA, INC. (www.lgusa.com) 
IT Brand Division: 920 Sylvan Avenue, Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632, U.S.A. 
Tel : 1-201-816-2000 / Fax : 1-201-816-2188 www.lgsuperseller.com
CE Commercial Division: 2000 Millbrook Drive, Lincolnshire, IL 60069, U.S.A.
Tel : 1-847-941-8000 / Fax : 1-847-941-8763 www.lgcommercial.com
LG ELECTRONICS CANADA,INC.: 550 Matheson BLVD.East, Mississauga, Ontario L4Z
4G3, Canada
Tel : 1-905-568-6726 / Fax : 1-905-507-9302 www.lge.ca

INTERVIEW

Cleverdis: LGE has "scooped the
prize pool" this year at CES. Your
unique 17-inch liquid crystal display
(LCD) monitor, the L1730S, has
received top honors with a "Best of
Innovations" award in the
Computer Components category.
What's different about this
monitor?

Stan OH: LG’s FLATRON™
L1730S received the “Best of
Innovations” award in the
Computer Components product

category, receiving the judges’ highest
scores in the category.  

FLATRON L1730S is the first product with LG’s
revolutionary f-ENGINE™ technology.  
The f-ENGINE world’s first picture-enhancing
chip alters the relationship between brightness
and contrast resulting in the sharpest,
brightest, most true-to-life images available
today. And nowadays, response time is the
main issue in LCD Market because consumers
want to watch DVD movie and enjoy gaming
without ghosting effect.  The FLATRON
L1730S, with a quick 12ms response time, is
an ideal unit for gaming and multimedia
applications.

Cl.: How are your products different to
others?

LG Twin Towers
20, Yeouido-dong, Yeongdeungpo-gu
150-721, Seoul - Korea
+82 2 3777 1114
www.lge.com
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LG ELECTRONICS RECEIVES INDUSTRY ACCOLADES 
- HONORED WITH 16 CES 'INNOVATIONS' AWARDS (2005 CES) 

LG's FLATRON L1730S Monitor Receives Top Honors in Computer Components Category 

(See Special Section at Front of Guide) Underscoring its growing U.S. brand presence and reputation for innovation,
LG Electronics has been recognized by the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA) and the 2005 International
Consumer Electronics Show (CES) for commitment to design and technical excellence. The company is being honored
with 16 prestigious "CES 2005 Innovations" awards - more than any other company worldwide - across multiple
categories, including Digital Display, Home Theater, Video Components, Computer Components, Computer
Accessories, Home Appliance and Wireless Communications. A unique new 17-inch liquid crystal display (LCD)
monitor received top honors with a "Best of Innovations" award in the Computer Components category.  CES
Innovations Awards are selected annually by a panel of prominent industry designers, engineers and journalists, who
judge more than 750 product entries on a number of criteria including user value, aesthetics, innovative design,
quality and contributions to the quality of life. Sponsored by CEA and endorsed by the Industrial Designers Society of
America, the Innovations Awards highlight product advancements in technology design and engineering. 

SO: There are many outstanding aspects that
make LG LCD monitors have outstanding
reputation worldwide. First LG’s advanced
technologies make LG LCD monitor unique. The
FLATRON f-ENGINE, the world’s first picture
enhancing chip, shows LG’s superior
technologies. And LG Electronics’ commitment
to bringing the fastest and the most powerful
technology which helps consumers enjoy more
natural, clear and crisp image during doing
games or watching movies. The second focus is
artistic design. 
FLATRON L1740P has rounding the monitor
stand, streamlining the back, painting the rim
black instead of the usual ivory or silver.
These creative ideas allow LG FLATRON to
open up a new horizon of design creation with
fresh strokes of inspired deconstruction.
Finally, it’s highly important to have various AV
functions on LCD monitor. LG’s MFT (Multi
Function TV) series perfectly meet users needs.
With these, the user can enjoy convenient
access to AV devices such as DVD Player, VCR,
Video games console, Camcorder and so on.

Cl.: How important is it to LGE to have this
recognition at the CES?

SO: LG has just broken into the American LCD
monitor market. And now we are making every
effort on marketing in order to activate our
business in America. 

Recently we got good news that our efforts
have come to fruition; owing to 12ms response
time FLATRON f-engine, L1730S has received
“Best of innovations” award at CES this year.
This means a lot to us. Our technology has
been approved publicly through “Best of
innovations” award and we have great
opportunities to strengthen our marketing
strategy in America. Also we will be doing our
utmost to improve our brand awareness to the
world market.

Cl.: How important is your vertical integration
with LG. Philips LCD? 

SO: We see the advantages of
cooperation and sharing
information in product line-
ups that are required in the
market. Our combined
strength gives us the
ability to produce a
massive supply of
quality panels.
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SHIN MAN YONG
Mr. Man Yong has played a significant role in raising Visual Display business to the

top in the display industry as well as the growth of the Samsung Electronics Video.

After joining Samsung Electronics Ltd. in 1973, he worked in VCR R&D until 1992.

Mr. Man Yong rose to Executive Vice President & General Manager in the Digital

Video System Division for Samsung Electronics in 2002.  He was appointed as

Executive Vice President & General Manager in the Visual Display Division in 2003.

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., Ltd. is a global leader in semiconductor,

telecommunications, flat panel display and digital convergence technology.

Samsung Electronics employs approximately 75,000 people in 89 offices

across 47 countries. The company is the world’s largest producer of

memory chips, TFT-LCDs, CDMA mobile phones, monitors and

VCRs. Samsung Electronics consists of four main

business units: Digital Media Network, Device

Solution Network, Telecommunications

Network and Digital Appliance Network

Businesses. The company web site is

located at http://www.samsung.com

INTERVIEW

> DIGITAL CONVERGENCE 

Cleverdis: Samsung has become one of the

fastest growing household names in the world

when it comes to digital technologies. How

important do you feel digital convergence is

becoming in people's daily lives, and why? 

Shin Man Yong: At this time of transition

from analog to digital, the biggest new trend is

digital convergence which integrates every

electronic product with a single digital network.

Samsung expects its digital TVs will play a key

role in the era of digital convergence which will

realize the affluent life. A TV is not a mere

display any more but it's at the center of

Multimedia at Home. Multimedia at Home

means that as broadcasting and

communication become fully digitalized,

broadcasting and communication are

integrated as one network at home. This has

made it possible for people to see, hear and

communicate the contents they want freely

through integrated display devices.Samsung is

focusing its efforts on developing home

network solutions, including the well-known

ANYNET, as well as CEA-certified XHT

(Expandable Home Theatre).

Cl.: What are some of your key products in the

display market as we enter 2005? What's

really new? 

SMY: Samsung is aiming to engrave its brand

name as the major term for digital TVs and flat

panel TVs such as PDP and LCD. 

VISION OF A MARKET LEADER

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS
416, Maetan-3Dong,
Paldal-Gu, Suwon City , Kyungki-Do, 
Korea 442-742
+82 31 200 7700

Shin 
MAN YONG
Executive Vice
President & General
Manager
Visual Display
Division,
Digital Media
Network 
Samsung Electronics
Co. Ltd.
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That is, if someone thinks of digital TVs or

PDP/LCD TV, he will think of Samsung. To that

end, Samsung is planning to release a series of

new digital TV products with innovative design

and performance, covering a full range of PDP,

LCD, PJ TV, and flat TV. 

Those new models will surely increase

consumer satisfaction to a new level and help

Samsung strongly secure its leadership in the

market.  

At CES 2005, five Samsung products were

selected for Innovations Awards, again proving

Samsung’s superior design and performance.

The awardees include: the world’s largest 80”

PDP TV (HPR8072); 50” PDP TV (HPR5072)

with the highest picture resolution; 46” LCD TV

(LNR460D) that implements LED light sources;

40” LCD TV (LNR409D) with the highest

contrast ratio; and a brand new direct-view

30” Slim TV that drew public attention with its

innovative slick body design. Beside the

awardees, Samsung will develop even more

innovative items in terms of size, performance

and design, in the DLP PJTV sector where

Samsung is already leading the market with

strong popularity.

Cl.: How does Samsung differentiate itself in

the market in other terms? 

SMY: While we are doing our best to develop

the best products, Samsung Electronics pours

significant investment into developing unique

products designed for our customers. 

Samsung TVs and monitors have already
proven their superior designs by

winning world renowned
IDEA (Industrial

D e s i g n
Exce l lence
A w a r d )
hosted by

IDSA (Industrial
Designer Society of

America), and by acquiring
Japan’s G mark every year since

2000. Samsung has established a global
production network that covers 11 countries
including Korea, Mexico and China. Samsung
also has a seamless vertical integration
network that includes: Samsung SDI, provider
of PDP modules; Samsung Semiconductor,
expertise in memory, CPU, and image
processor IC; and Samsung Electro-Mechanics,
provider of SMPS, multi-layer PCD and hybrid
IC. 

Furthermore, Samsung is operating strategic

SCM (Supply Chain Management) for the

entire business functions including sales,

logistics and manufacturing, to deliver products

to consumers at the right time, for the proper

amount, to the most desirable destinations. 

Cl.: Chinese companies are also becoming

more and more competitive. Are you

concerned about this for the future? 

SMY: The current display market has fiercer

competition than any other business. Japanese

makers are aggressively investing in the

development of new displays that Chinese

companies with low-cost manufacturing

facilities are going after.  However, based on

digital technology, quality, accumulated brand

history, and management ability, we are

exerting ourselves to continue leading the

market.
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Ian
MILLER
Director of
Technology
Samsung
Information
Systems America

IAN MILLER: CEO 

Ian Miller has been involved with display production, development and
metrology over many years.  Ian joined Samsung in 2000 as Director of
Technology (Displays) and is actively involved in seeking new display related
technologies and the development of standards. Prior to joining Samsung he
worked at IBM with responsibilities ranging through display manufacturing (CRT
and PDP), display metrology (CRT and LCD) and LCD monitor development. 
Ian has been actively involved with VESA (Video Electronics Standards
Association) for 10 years and is currently chairman of the board of directors.

SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., Ltd. is a global leader in semiconductor,
telecommunications, flat panel display and digital convergence technology.
Samsung Electronics employs approximately 75,000 people in 89 offices across
47 countries. The company is the world’s largest producer of memory chips, TFT-
LCDs, CDMA mobile phones, monitors and VCRs. Samsung Electronics consists
of four main business units: Digital Media Network, Device Solution Network,
Telecommunications Network and Digital Appliance Network Businesses. The
company web site is located at http://www.samsung.com

INTERVIEW

www.cleverdis.com

> DON’T YOU LISTEN TO
WHAT THE MAN SAYS!

VISION OF A MARKET LEADER

SEA HQ - Samsung Electronics America  
105 Challenger Road  - Ridgefield park
NJ 07660

Cleverdis: Tell us about the projects you’re
currently working on…

Ian Miller: I’m working in two areas. One is
standardization. To allow our products and
everyone else’s to interoperate. This involves
industry standards like ISO and so on and
takes quite a lot of time. The other part of my
job is looking for future technologies that we
can utilize to produce better displays for the
future. That’s a very broad statement, but it’s a
very broad brush mission. The mission covers
anything from basic LCD monitors right up to
plasma TVs, LCD rear-projection… anything
that can produce a better image. There are
also some novel things like trying to find
whether there’s a realistic way of introducing
3D. Clearly there are some 3D products on the
market. 
Most companies have had some 3D activities in
their labs for some years, but there still isn’t a
compelling image quality that has a realistic

infrastructure behind it, so we’re looking at
how to fix that. There are a lot of small
companies with some innovative ideas, but so
far it remains an interest area that may or may
not come to anything. 

Cl.: As someone with his finger on the
technology pulse, what would you say are the
most exciting developments we’ll be seeing in
the next few years in the display business? 

IM: I think it’s the fact that displays are going
to become pervasive. At the moment, we tend
to have one or two displays in the home in
fixed places and you go to the display and look
at it. We’re going to be moving towards a
situation where there are displays of various
sizes and formats scattered around in a way
that you have image data virtually anywhere.
That’s going to change the way people
consider visual information from whatever
source. And to enable that, we’ll be seeing

effective networking. And by that I mean
something that doesn’t need an IS expert to set
them up… things that the average person can
simply plug in and they work in a very intuitive
way. 

Cl.: We’re seeing New Visual Solutions in the
form of Displays almost everywhere already –
in elevators, shops, cars, even in your fridge …
because technologies are coming down
sharply in price. But we’re also seeing some
weird new stuff like flexible displays. Do you
think that kind of thing is useful or is it hype? 

IM: I can’t see the benefit of a flexible screen.
I do view this as hype. There’s a whole sub-
strand at every display or technical conference
at the moment, talking about flexible screens as
though they were intrinsically valuable. I’ve yet
to hear any compelling reason for having them
except that you may want to them to conform
to some sort of curved surface. 
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But that’s a one-off flex. For something that
flexes multiple times, unless you can get to a
display that you can roll tightly and stick in
your pocket, I really don’t see the benefit. It
could be useful for very large displays that you
could roll up like a carpet for transportation. 

Cl.: Obviously Samsung has a reason for
having you doing what you’re doing. What’s
Samsung’s philosophy when it comes to trying
to be at the forefront of technology and
developing technology? 

IM: It’s twofold. Firstly it’s a recognition that we
can’t do everything ourselves. We can’t invent
everything. Samsung has a lot of very good
technologists but you’re never going to invent
everything across the breadth of the industry.
And that’s why we have a group of which I
form part, looking for technology that comes
from elsewhere; particularly smaller start-ups
that we can licence in some shape or form. We
tend to have a pragmatic approach to
technology. If we can invent it ourselves, that’s
great, and if we can’t, we’ll find it. 

Cl.: People are talking a lot about convergence
and the fact that this, combined with Digital TV
and HD will all change the world. What are
your thoughts about all that? 

IM: There’s a big gap. I have to laugh because
just a few minutes ago I was writing a report
and the paragraph I was writing was about
digital convergence with a big question mark.
There is a big gap that resides around
interfaces, when you look at the whole
spectrum of displays. In the computer industry
you basically have VGA and DVI as the
supported interfaces. Go over into the TV
space, and you have an assortment of
interfaces with component video, Scart, HDMi
and a whole host of other legacy things that
vary somewhat from continent to continent. 
At one level you have convergence if you’re
prepared to do all the cabling and switching
yourself. 
But convergence is inhibited by the lack of a
common interface. 

Cl.: What about the education of the industry
about new display technologies. Is part of the
problem perhaps coming from the fact that

even people within the industry itself should be
educated and informed? 

IM: That’s an interesting question… Within the
industries there is undoubtedly ignorance …
about where we’re going and what the
stepping stones are along that path. For the
end user, why should technology matter? It’s
function that matters, not technology. If they
can have the functionality they want in a
package they can afford, technology is just the
technology that makes it happen. Whether it’s
LCD or Plasma or OLED, I don’t think the
industry serves the customer very well by
hyping specific technologies. 

Cl.: But is this perhaps because there is a lack
of adherence to standards, especially when it
comes to specifications for things like
brightness and contrast … so people have to
rely on any other information they can get. 

IM: The answer to that is that there are plenty
of standards. They’re not being used. There are
even many standards for contrast ratios. Pick
any one of those standards and all the spec
sheets in the industry would be much more
meaningful. It’s really a question of usage. The
spec sheets and documents the end user
normally gets to read are usually written by
marketing departments who, in most cases
don’t understand what they’re writing and
have a perception that a big number is better
by definition. In many cases the engineering
groups that are behind them are arguing
saying “…no, that’s not true! You have to
qualify that, etc…” and the response is, “Yes,
but company X doesn’t do that, so we can’t do
that. We can’t be technically accurate and
disadvantage ourselves!” There is discussion
about this kind of problem within the Video
Electronics Standards Association of which I’m
the Chairman. One of our work-groups covers
metrology - the measurement of image quality
- particularly of flat panels. They have written a
set of measurement criteria which are used
within the technical community essentially as
the bible for measuring LCDs in particular but
flat panels in general. It doesn’t tell you what’s
good or bad; it tells you how to measure things
correctly. One of the activities we have under
consideration there is whether it’s worth it, in
the sense of “would anyone ever use it”, to

generate a standard display specification
template, which would essentially serve to level
the playing field and get away from
exaggerations, sometimes downright lies, and
certainly misleading statements about the
performance characteristics of displays,
because it would tie them back to specific
measurement standards. If Samsung says this
display is 1000:1 using method XYZ and NEC
says theirs is 1200:1 using the same method,
now you have a comparison. At the moment
though, you can look at numbers and they
don’t actually mean anything. 

Cl.: It’s sure that if everyone used different
methods to measure car engine power,
everyone would be up in arms. Surely this is
something that will have to happen in this
industry… 

IM: Personally I’d love to see that. I think it
would stop a lot of the confusion that goes on
at the end user level, and it would allow
displays to be judged on their real merits.
There’d be a turbulent transition no doubt.
There’ll be some winners and there’ll be some
losers, but it would be a fair comparison. 

Cl.: So when people look at a spec sheet now,
they should take it with a pinch of salt? 

IM: Quite honestly I would actually say they
should throw it away!!! I look at specs a lot of
the time. If you know enough, you can infer
and take an educated guess what they mean,
but you never know for sure. And it’s even
worse than that, because if you look at different
segments of the industry. Compare LCD and
Plasma for example. They never specify how
they get the results, and the test methods
behind the scenes used are different. They will
always choose test methods that advantage
their own screens. A good example is contrast
ratio… with some plasma manufacturers
claiming 3000:1 contrast. How do you achieve
that? How does it relate to a real user
environment? They don’t tell you. But you can
be certain that it’s very different to an LCD
number, which are typically in the few hundred
to a thousand-to-one area these days. 





Active Matrix Display: a technology
used in flat panel liquid crystal displays.
Active matrix displays provide a more
responsive image at a wider range of
viewing angle than dual scan (passive
matrix) displays. Also known as “thin film
transistor” (TFT) display.

AMLCD: active matrix liquid crystal display

ANSI Lumen: An ANSI Lumen is a
standard unit of brightness as defined by the
American National Standards Institute. 

Anamorphic: The process of compressing
wide screen images that are in wide-screen
(16:9) format into the framework of a
standard 4:3 television display. The images
are expanded back to their original format
on a wide-screen display device.

Aspect Ratio: The ratio of image width to
image height. 

CGA: Color Graphics Adapter, a display
mode introduced by IBM in 1981 that
provided four colors and a maximum
resolution of 320 pixels horizontally by 200
pixels vertically.

Chroma noise: Bleeding, or smearing of
strong colors, an effect common to VHS
videocassettes and laser-discs, but absent
from DVD’s.

Chrominance: The color mask that is
superimposed on the luminance to create a
color image. 

Cinch: Type of standard one pin plug
generally used to transport both video and
audio signals. This interface is also known
as RCA.

CMYK (cyan, magenta, yellow, and black):
a scheme for combining primary pigments.
The C stands for cyan (aqua), M stands for
magenta (pink), Y is yellow, and K stands for
black. 

Coaxial cable: A cable in which one
conductor is accurately centered inside
another, with both conductors carrying

signal. It is used primarily for the
transmission of high frequency, such as
digital signals or television.

Composite Video: The video signal used
by VHS cassettes and Laserdiscs. The
composite video signal is one where the
luminance and chrominance are mixed
together. 

Component Video: Video transmission
that uses three separate video lines: one for
luminance (black & white), and the
remaining two for color. Many DVD and
DBS systems support component video.

Compression (image): minimizing the
size in bytes of a graphics file without
degrading the quality of the image to an
unacceptable level. 

Contrast Ratio: The ratio between the
darkest and lightest spot projected onto a
screen by a projector or visible on a direct-
view screen. 

CRT: Cathode Ray Tube, used in direct-view
TV monitors, computer desktop monitors
and “tri-tube” projection devices.

DAC: Digital-to-Analog Converters, D/A
converters convert a Digital signal to an
analog signal. 

D-ILA: Digital Direct-Drive Image Light
Amplifier (D-ILA®) technology, a
proprietary projector light engine
technology developed by JVC – based on
LCOS technology (see LCOS). 

Display Modes: the various display
image formats and resolutions that have
evolved. In addition to monochrome, color
display modes include CGA, EGA, VGA,
XGA, and SVGA.

DLP: Digital Light Processing (see DMD)

DMD: Digital Micro Mirror Device, video
projection technology developed by Texas
Instruments. (See section in guide on Front
Projection)

Dot Pitch: Measures the sharpness of an
image on a display. The dot pitch is
measured in millimeters (mm) and a smaller
number means a sharper image. In desktop
monitors, common dot pitches are .31mm,
.28mm, .27mm, .26mm, and .25mm. 
DTS: Digital Theatrical System, used for
digital encoding and decoding on six
channels developed by DTS. This system
utilizes a light compression of sound data to
enable the six entirely separate channels to
be contained in one single digital stream. It
is thus much richer, but much more
voluminous than Dolby Digital. 

DSP: Digital Signal Processing is a powerful
processing tool that is currently used
primarily to add spatial characteristics to
recordings for surround sound.

DTV: a broadcast standard, which will
ultimately replace analogue television
broadcast signals we receive today. The new
picture format offered by DTV allows for a
high-resolution and wide-screen
presentation. Digital TV will require new
television receivers as well as new broadcast
facilities.

DVD: Digital Video Disc. DVD has the same
physical dimensions of a CD, however it can
hold much more information (see section on
Optical Storage).

DVI: Digital Visual Interface - A digital
connection port found at the back of digital
projectors or monitors for the input of
images from computers. With this interface,
no conversion is required when connecting
directly from a digital source, like a
computer, to a digital display device. With
other connectivity, the conversion process
can create artifacts and other image
degradation.

FED: field emission display

FPD: flat panel display

HDTV: High-Definition Television. 

HRI: high resolution imaging

GLOSSARY
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Interlaced Display: a display in which
the lines are scanned alternately in two
interwoven raster scans. 

LCD: Liquid crystal display (see also
technology section).

LCoS: Liquid Crystal on Silicon - LCoS is
liquid crystal on a silicone wafer (see also
technology section). 

LED: Light-emitting diode - a semiconductor
device that emits visible light when an
electric current passes through it. 

Lines of Horizontal Resolution: often
confused with “scan lines”. Lines of
horizontal resolution refers to visually
resolvable vertical lines per picture height.
They are measured by counting the number
of vertical black and white lines that can be
distinguished an area that is as wide as the
picture is high. Since all video formats have
the same number of scan lines, it's the
horizontal resolution that makes the
difference in picture quality. 

Lumen: See ANSI Lumen. 

Monitor: a computer display and related
parts packaged in a physical unit that is
separate from other parts of the computer.
Notebook computers don't have monitors
because all the display and related parts are
integrated into the same physical unit with
the rest of the computer. In practice, the
terms monitor and display are used
interchangeably.

NTSC: National Television System
Committee. NTSC is commonly used to refer
to one type of television signal that can be
recorded on various tape formats such as
VHS, used almost exclusively in North
America. 

OEM: Original Equipment Manufacturer –
OEM products are those manufactured by
one company, and “branded” with another
brand name. These products may either be
the same as those sold under the brand of
the manufacturer (i.e.: identical, but with a
different brand), or custom-made by the
manufacturer for the OEM client. 

OLED: Organic Light Emitting Diode –
Pioneered and patented by Kodak, OLED
(Poly-OLED) enables full-color, full motion
flat panel displays with a level of brightness
and sharpness not possible with other
technologies. 

PAL: Phrase Alternation Line – a type of
television signal, used in most parts of the
World outside the USA. 

Pixel: short for "picture element the basic
unit of programmable color on a computer
display or in a computer image. 

Pixels per inch (ppi): a measure of the
sharpness (the density of illuminated points)
on a display screen. 

Plasma Display Panel (PDP): a
display in which each pixel on the screen is
illuminated by a tiny bit of plasma or
charged gas, somewhat like a tiny neon
light. (see section on Plasma in this guide)

Progressive Video Output or
Progressive Scan: Video signal in which
all the lines making up the image are
displayed one after the other, from top to
bottom in one single sweep. The video
signal, where the 480 lines are shown in a
non-interlaced way (progressively) is called
a “480p” signal (p for progressive). 

Raster: the region of a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or liquid crystal display (LCD) monitor
that is capable of rendering images.

RCA: Type of standard one pin plug
generally used by the general public to
transport both video and audio signals. This
interface is also known as Cinch.

Resolution: the number of pixels
contained on a display monitor, expressed
in terms of the number of pixels on the
horizontal axis and the number on the
vertical axis. 

RGB: Video signal in which the
chrominance is totally decoded in three
primary colors – Red (R), Green (G) and
Blue (B). In addition, a “luminance” signal is

present, transporting synchronization
information. The RGB signal thus utilizes
four separate cables with a BNC interface. 

Saturation: along with brightness and
hue, one of the three aspects of color in the
red, green, and blue (RGB) scheme. All
possible colors can be specified according
to hew, saturation, and brightness (also
called brilliance), just as colors can be
represented in terms of the R, G, and B
components. As saturation increases, colors
appear more "pure." As saturation
decreases, colors appear more "washed-
out."

S-Video: Term generally used when
speaking of S-VHS or Y/C

TFT: Thin Film Transistor. See “Active
Matrix”

VESA: Video Electronics Standards
Association 

VDT: Video Display Terminal

VDU: Video Display Unit

VGA: Video Graphics Array a display
mode introduced by IBM in 1987 that
allowed a choice between 16 colors at
640 x 480 pixels or 256 colors at
320 x 200 pixels. All IBM-compatible
computers support the VGA standard.

Widescreen: A television with an aspect
ratio of 16:9. 

Y/C: Term generally used when speaking of
a video standard in which the luminance (Y)
and the chrominance (C) are separated.

YUV: Another name for a Component
signal.

YpbPr: Another term for Component video.

GLOSSARY
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